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WOMEN IN VICTORIAN SOCIETY AND FICTION 



In December 1836, Charlotte Btonte, ~n unknown 

li tere1ry aspirant wrote a . letter to Robert Southey, 

poet Laureate of England asking him for his opinion 

on her .wrfting. 

reply: 

Two months later she receive~h{s -·~-------

..... Literature cannot be the business 
of a woman's life, and it ought 
not to be. The more she is engaged 
in her proper duties, the less 
leisure she will have for it, even 
as an accomplishment and a recrea
tion. To those duties you have 
not yet been called, and when you 
are, you wi\1 be less eager for 
celebrity ... 

Southey warned her of two dangers: excessive day-dreaming 

might idnuce a distemper, making her unfit for the 'proper 

female duties' and, the improper ambition that writing 

might generate of becoming a celebrity. Charlotte 

Bronte (1816-1855), was living at a time when the 

'proper female duties' were only domestic ones. Any 

departure from this was considered an aberration. 

Charlotte Bronte replied politely and· without irony: 

I trust I shall never more feel 
ambitious to see my name in print; 
if they wish should rise, I'll 
look at Southey's letter and suppress 
·t la l . 

Yet she eventually wrote four novels even though the 

atmosphere of the time hardly encouraged women in 

their literary pursuits. Frasers Maeazine in 1847, 

published a long article lamenting that : 
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literature had become a means of subsistance, and was : 

like the army of Xerxes, swelled 

by women, children and ill-trained 

troops. It shall be a Macedonian 

phalanx -- chosen, compact, irre

sistable. 1 

Th:i.s explicit contempt of the woman and her work 

was due to misogynistic scriptural pronouncements and 

the tendency of the Industrial-~apitalistic society 

of the 19th century to evaluate human worth mainly 

in terms of economic productivity or wealth. 

With capitalism there came new production processes 

that involved (1) the division of labour (2) speciali-

sation (3) 
__ CoY\, t~'l\ 'r-1 A.~!>":\ 
~_C9nc~_ntre>.:\:i on of large 

of economic value outside the home. 

to be a unit 
/ 

of . DYOd uction. A 

scale production 

The family ceased 

strong demarcation 

was made between the home and the work place, the 

latter becoming an area of significant economic and 

rna terial production - the terri tory of men. The home 

became the woman's:~ preserve entirely and with the new 

growing emphasis on big money and capital, it was de-

valued economically and women were marginalised and 

accorded merely decorative and moral status. This 

rigid differentiation shifted the onus of preserving 

morality completely on the woman. The home thus, was 



perceived as a functioning unit of stability amidst 

the social chaos caused by class mobility, widening 
~ .~ o~r_ 1' e.~ ~ ""j 

suff ,rag~te and the growing threat to religion. h1c:rea~!:D9'i 

rna te rial ism g~~ _ ds.~Jo a-vulgar, de c~~dan t c omme rc ial i z at ion 
" . 

and mechanization, a degradation of the human spirit, 

and soon the woman and the home were saddled with the 

additional function of preserving culture. 

The Victorians looked with weary disillusionment 

on what they had wrought in their cities. London, the 

symbol of progress and civilization at one time, 

"the fountain of my country•·s destiny and the destiny 

of earth itself", [Prelude- VIII, ll 746-748. ]~ the cele-

stial city, became Ruskin's London;_ 

..• The furnaces of the city foaming 

forth perpetual plague of sulphurous 

darkness; the volumes of their storm 

clouds coiling low over a waste 

of grassless fields.3 

The decay of the city became a metaphor for its moral 

decrep]i tude and the home became the new earthly para

dise and the women the 'angel of the house'. The lite

rature of the age, reflecting this belief termed 

her as "the Good Angel of the race" [The Old Curiosity 

Shop,l841 Ch.l9]. 
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the Ministering Angel to domestic bliss". [The Mystery 

of Edwin Drood 1870, Ch.22] "The good Angel inviting 

to industry, sobriety and peace [George Eliot, SilaB 

Marner 1861 Ch.3]. Conventary Patmore epitomized this 

mythification of the woman in his long poem 'The Angel 

in the House'[l854-63] ' I . The angel ldeology was prom-

pted by the sole objective of ensuring the domesticity 

and submission of the woman, after evaluating how the 

altered status of the woman would influence the per-

cei ved needs and ends of a society undergoing rapid 

changes and stresses. For instance, if · women were 

employed outside the home, they would be deprived 

of the time and environment required to learn the dome-

stic skills necessary for setting up a home after mar-

riage. Besides, who would look after the home if they 

continued working after marriage? The battle to keep 

women away from work it must be emphasized, was an 

ideological one for in capitalism no separation of 

the woman from work is envisaged. As Legouv~ pointed 

out in 1850: 

woman lives upon the earth ... wealth 

may occasionally allow her ... poetic 
.. 

leisure and youth ... but wealth , beauty 

and grace belong only to a select 

few or last for a few short years. 
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And for three-fourths of the 

life of a woman the sovereign 
• 

law of labour 
t...S 

cr~~ demanded .by 

her as a boon, or submitted 

to by her as a necessity. 4 

The situation of women in Victorian society was full 

of paradoxes and contradictions. On the one hand there 

was a subtle cultural pressure on women to be idle 

and merely exert a vague moral force to keep the family 

pure, on the other hand the vigorous work-ethic of 

the time made sure that they were marginalized because 

of their non-productivity. In actual fact however~ 

the majority of women were working hard though not 

always ear.ning very much money. Women worked at home, 

in factories and' as governesses. Yet the literature 

of the nineteenth century, particularly the novel, 

persisted in projecting the convenient image of a woman 

who was idle. This contradiction may be explained 

to a limited extent by the fact that the literature 

of the period dealt by and largeGwi th the bourgeoisie) 

and neglected the lives of the working class people 

except as counterpoints. The upper and middle class 

woman in England was idle, pampered and in a way entire-

ly superfluous for the economy of the country. However 
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. 
this i~leness was often enforced. In order to 

silence uneasy, difficult questions on working women, 

womanhood was sundered, into the water- tight cate-

gories of 'angles' and 'whores'. In lB57 Milne 

wrote: 

People when they draw an ideal picture 

of woman, especially poets transport 

her from all contact with material 

life. 'A lover, a virgin, an angel, 

a young and beautiful woman these 

terms so diverse, unite in representing 

a being who scarce touches the earth 

with the tips of her wings, whose feet 

do not walk, whose hands do not work •.• 

and what is it to ask for an opening 

for a woman in a professional career, 

but to pl u.ck off those wings.. . to 

expose he~ to miscellaneous gaze, to 

burden her with the fatigues of life? 

The angel was strictly confined within domestic 

walls and interests. She flitted silently and grace-

fully about the house disseminating love, happiness and 
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peace, ·rendering perpetual service, anticipating 

and answering needs. Never demanding or complain-

ing, she lived in a state of constant, whole~hearted 

self- sacrifice and generosity. The effects of 

this idealogy were manifold. Apart from falsely 

inscribing the woman's incompatibility with work, 

her natural penchant for service, it represented 

femini ty · as an impossible ideal creating in the 

women a nagging feeling of failure and diffidence. 

Charlotte Bronte\s,:.;J"ane E.,.,.a rejects and mocks this 

angelic woman: Jane declares "I a.M. not an angel 

and will not be one till I die' and in Shirley(l849), 

Shirley says "their [ meris] good woman is a queer 

thing, half-doll, half-angel" [P.278] But most 

other writers upheld this view. Dickens believed 

that the forces of good were concentrated in the 

woman and constructed gitl-child angels, virgi~~l 

ethereal and devoted to either father or husband. 

Little Dorrit, EstheY Summerson and Sissy Jupe 

are all of ministering type. These pristine, 

madonna standards were sternly demanded of the 

women, who attempted to fulfil them because the 

alternatives to the 'angel' was the 'whore'. 

The inclusive category of 'whore' encompassed 

both the paini{]ed, culpable whore- the lascivious ....... 
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creature who exuded, surrendered to and satisfied 

sexuality, and the masculine professional woman 

tainted and depraved by her contact with the world. 

Jane Fairfax in Jane Austen's Emma ( 1916) is pi tied 

by others and herself, because of the prospect of'.her- being 

a governess. Mrs. Pryor a governess in Shirley, 

(1849) tells Caroline: "the gentlemen regarded me as 

a tabooed woman ••• the servants ••• detested me."[p.297] 

In an effort to keep the woman firmly in her place, 

away from professions and power working conditions 

were made impossible. Charlotte and Anne Bront~ both 

wrote bitterly about the "sede~tary; solitary, constra

ined, joyless toilsome·• life of the working women. 

However, there were a few who had become successful 

and happy p.rofessionals. In 1860, Florenee Nightingale. 

becrurr.e Britain's leading adviser on medical administra-

tion. For the next four years, every issue connected 

with health and sanitation were referred to her. Night-

ingale rejected both marriage and domesticity as in.: 

sufficient to her needs and incompatible with her 

aims. After receiving a proposal from Richard_ Milnes, 

she wrote to a friend: 

I could not satisfy this nature 

by spending a life with him making 

society, and arranging domestic 

things. 6 



This highly ambitious woman entered professionalism 

mainly for self-fulfilment. However, society dea~t 

with such deviant behaviour of woman efficiently 
FloYenc,e Night}~g~~ 

by mythologising her.. This moved i ·-~' away._/rrom the 

role of a highly qualified professional into a minister-

ing angel • 

. · -,,'=' The!_ category opposed to the angel was the 

prostitute, the most desp:Lsed o.f all women. George 

Watts -in The Fallen Women in Victorian FL::tioi1 says 

that there were as many as eighty thousand prostitutes 

in England in the mid-ninteenth century who had a thriv-

ing business. Obviously the men who condemned them 

publicly supported them privately. Men excused their 

own immorality by declaring thaL:lhe.ir visits to brothels 

were necessary for the preservation of moral and social 

stability. Kieth Nield write5 . .. 
In absorbing the destructive 

excess of intemperate , overwhel-

ming male sexuality, it was 

sometimes argued. that the pros ti-

tute not only prolonged the mar-

raige relationship~\ 
"~ 

but created 

conditions as a· result, which 

favoured the smooth transfer 

of property through unbroken 

inheritance and the stable family.7 
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Sexuality that was essential to masculinity was abhorrant 

in the woman. If the male was uneasy in his hypocricy 

it was largely due to his fear that his own woman might 
.· . . 

turn unchaste in his absence. - . To ensure the purity 

of his home 11€ shifted the a.'1Usof maintaining sexual mora-

lity on to the woman. 

The conviction in the woman's natural purity 

and asexuality that fitted ·-her for the role of 

moral guardian was deepened by Darwin who scientised 

the secular belief that women are radically different 

from men. His argument was based as much on the bio-

logical inferiority of woman as on her moral and spiri-

tual superiority. However, protection from outside 

immoral destructive forces was necessary to permit 

her to be an efficient angel. Ruskin in Queen's Gardens 

questions: "How is the idea of the guiding function 

of the women reconcilable with true wifely subjection?" 

Darwin's De~cent of Man [1871], though it was 

not overtly stated to be so, was a response to John 

Mill's Essay on The Subjection of Womanc (lg66). Mill 

had contested the theory of subjugation to man. He 

insisted that the real nature of woman can only be 
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known if women are freed of present controls and prohi-

bi tions and are given rational freedom. This is an 

echo of Wollstonecraf-c,'s argument in 1793 against Rousseau's 

" 
claim that female educati~n would result in the woman's 

·-
decreasing power over the man. Wollstonecraft had 

responded to Rousseau by saying: 11 I do not wish them 

to have power over men, but over themselves ... [A\ Vindicd-~ 

tion oF the Rights of ~01"'\Cln p.~q J 
This splintered view of womankind had the effect 

of producing in the women writers of the time an ambi-

valence towards their own'sex. They accepted the man1s 

valuation of their sex and yet at the same time there 

was a growing resentment towards his tyranny. 

Women writing as professionals wa~e accepted, but: 

where the path is opeq, ideological 

problems are not axiomatically solved. 

They had not entered the process 

of literary representation with the 

minds like clean slates. They had 

behind them the entire weight of 

mythology and history from the Fall 

onward that inscribes the women as 

culpable. At stake in the myth of{j..e 

Fall was not merely female culpability 

for the exile from Paradise, but 
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the issueof Eve's innate inferiority 
8 

to Adam. 

Charlotte ·Bronte ( 1812-1855 ), was writing at the time 

when in post-industrial· England1 individualism as 

an idea had fully developed giving a new self- image 

to the Victorian male, who prided himself on being 
c. 

self-reliant, enterprising and adventru~rous, but this 

attribute was denied to the women.~ .!Tkd..s individual ism 
,.. 

began slowly impinging on the abiding idealoFangelic 

virtues, attributed to the woman. In literature this 

change can be seen in the emergence of a new fi~tional .._ 

. form the bildungsroman with a woman protagonist • 

Charlotte Bronte , George Eliot, and Elizabath Gaskell 

were contemporary novelists who usually had a female 

protagonist at the centre of. their novels and who 

during the process of her growth attempted a redefinition 

of the woman's identity. George Eliot's ambivalence · 

i~ most notable in Adam Bed~ where she fragments the 

woman as the man had done. Hetty Sorrel embodies 

sexuality, beauty and immorality. While in Dinah Morris 

spirituality and virtue subdue beauty. This disintegra-, 

tion of the woman was in keeping with the man's require-

ments. In Middlemarch, she specifically states the 

separation the man makes between the 
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work place, through lydgate. Though she challenges 

the Sinner-saint bifurcation of womanhood, she still 

tends to construct the women as culpable. Lydgate 

neglects the home, misunderstands Rosamund and is 

often 'despotic'. But throughout Eliot suggestS 

that Rosamund is somehow responsible for his faults. 

Lydgate is chastised, but Eliot also subtly shifts 

the responsibility away from him: 

Rosamund~ discontent in her marriage 

was due to the condition of marriage 

itself, to its demands of self-

suppression and tolerance, and not 

to the nature of her husband. 

Elizabath Gaskell was more radical announcing the need 

for redefining sexuality and morality. ~~twas burnt 

when it was published, and Mary Barton~ was descried. 

Though Gaskell was unnerved by the way these books 

were received she firmly asserted: "I knew all this 

[would happen] before, but I was determined notwi th-

standing, to speak my mind about it 
q 

every jot of it over again tomorrow." 

Charlotte Bront·e was much more 

I could do 

subtle in her 

subversion In her novels with female protagonist? 

Jane Eyre ( 1847), Shirle.J: ( 1849) 1 and Villete. (1853), she 
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rejects the conventional role of the female entirely. 

Sexual and emotional fulfilment are both central to 

the complete development of the woman. Despite their 

overt sexuality, both Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe are 

deeply moral too. There is an at tempt to integrate 

the different qualities that had been splintered in 

the popular imagination to create a whole believable 

woman. It should be noted that unlike Jane Austen's 

heroines, Charlotte Bronte's protagonistsare all father-

less. They have no firm posi tion1ri ihepa triarchal social 

structure, and no inherited property •. They have to 

make a place for thems~lves entirely on their own through 

their own tenuous effort. Jane Austen's women never 

need to work - even Jane :Fairfax finally escapes the 

'governess trade' through timely marriage - but Bronte 

makes sure that her heroines work not only for survival 

but for a redefinition of self. By i~sisting on self

fulfil .ing work for the woman, Bronte took away the 

image of abnegation and asserted instead the need for 

autonomy. 

The three novels discussed in this dissertation 

e:xrun ine how Br0nte articulates and develops the concept 
-

of female autonomy, rejecting implicitly and· explicitly 
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the popular image of the woman that was prevalent. 

In her first adult novel The Professor [completed 

in 1846 published in 1857], Bronte used a male 

protagonist- William Crimsworth. Although he 

often articulates Bront~'s views on women and 

· resembles her later heroines closely, C 

of his sex. 

) he escapes their crises by virtue 

This novel has not been discussed 

in this dissertation, as its structural and thema-

tic premises differ --seriously from those of ~/ 

other novel~. There is a marginal but significant 
r ., 

difference:~ even in the genre. The primary con-

cern here.is to examine the female Bildungsroman, and 

unlike her other three novels, The Professor is 

a novel that records the growth 'of a male prota

goni·st. 



JANE EYRE: THE NOVEL OF GROWTH 
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In her preface to The Professor (1857), when Bronte 

said that the novel was the outcome of a "pen worn 

a good deal in a practice of some years" [p.2j she 

was referring to her literary appretice~hip which 

spanned a period of ten years during which the Angrian 
W(JY'KS 

tales were composed. These juvenile/... written jointly 

with her brother Branwell between 1829-1839, were 

published posthumously as Twelve Adventurers and Other 

Stories [1925], The Legends of Angria [l933J, and 

Five Novelettes [1971]. The Angrian tales, a series 

of individual manuscripts that form component parts 

of a complex saga, deserve attention because the 

seeds of the technical, moral and thematic development 

of her novels can be traced back to them. Bran well 

Bronte, preoccupied with the intricacies of poliltical 

power, outlined elaborate complex plots which, as 

they were initially alimented by history, had Charlo-

tte's favourite,the Duke of Wellington as their hero. 

These romances were particularized with imagined 

details of past and present, political and mili-

tary history - the conr'licts that occur with the 

building of the Glastown confderacy, the founding 

of the West African Kingdom of Angria invasion 

suppression of rebellions~ and the assertion of 
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state authority. rn 1931, the collaboration rup;:: 

tured because charlotte joined Roe Head as a stu-

dent. sranwell continued expanding the ·saga, 

keeping Charlotte informed on every development. 

When charlotte returned from Roe Head, the collabo-

ration underwent a drastic change of events in 

both pol·i tical and domestic spheres. 

who is later 
\ 

referred to as z·~mor.na., 

Lord Douro, 

as he ga.i.:ued 

in importance, altered slowly. becoming more and 

more Byronic in his magnetic power over women and 

in his cavalier attitude to them. · Slowly the 

now notorious zamorna replaced his father as the 

final hero of Angria with this change, the 

historicity of Angria defers to romance. A new 

literary terrain is mappe.d o:ot~~t1d with the removal 

of historical constraints, the shift to romance 

is complete and the yp·ung authors are no longer 

bound by any laws of 9ay~~lity 0r. reality. Des-

pcft.ic g=nii who intervene at the authors conveni

ence, permit the occurance of incidents that ought 

to have resuited -. in the early termination of the 

saga. They retract events, resurrect the dead, 

and are called upon to direct decisions of character~, 

thereby f.re.eing· them from moral and intellectual 



responsii.b~l~tilies . 

Northrope Frye's def~n~t~on· of romance as "the 

nearest of all literary forms to :the w4sh- fulfii.lment 

dreamsn lis qualified by Karen· .chase who says that 

Romance cannot simply involve 

wish-fulfilment, no more than 

tragedy can involve a fall •••• 

tragedy a structured . fall, 

and we may consider romance 

a structured wish. If romance 

l.oses d.ts structure, it becomes 

simply a cycle of des ire and gra-

tifilication, then it collapses 

~nto prim~tive fantasy: extrava-

gent wishes fulfilled extrava-

gently just as tragedy if ~t 

looses its structure, declines 
. 1 
anto bathos. 

Angrian romance for ever threatens to fall into pr~mitive 

fantasy as reality in Angrd.a is tractable. The absence 

of psycho,~~~i~)cal complexity and personal restra~nt 

or any functii.ond.ng moral system mark this world. Angria 

is not a society, but a mob of indivii.duals unconstrained by law 



9J1d puhd.shrrient. The characters are distinguished by 

the smouldering violence that sometimes ga iins 

physical expression, but which consistantly drives 

the ·men ln particular, to brutalize others psy-

chologically. These un id imens ional, unart ic ulated 

characters have constant unrestrained desires which 

they relentlessly seek to fulfil ~ither the~selves 

or through good or bad genii. The incessant acti-

vity involved in the gratification of these desires 

replaces psychological complexity. 

of this oorld M countered by complex political man eo-

uvres and the sexual conflicts that keep Angria 

from decl.ining into primitive fantasy. 13ecavse. 'of 
' . 

. ·' the psychological simplicity of characters, 

inter-gender dist.iri.ctions sharpen, 'while intra-

gender dist .inctions blur . All the male rtotago-

ndsts are typically Byronic - towering, agonising-

ly handsome men- who despise:.:, women as much as 

they love() power , zamorna the most satanic 

handsome anc' .. ii.rresistal;:>le of all, dis regard:~J women 

the most~. p,ercy is "polished" but "his mind is deci-

etful, bloody and cruel". zamorna is a • i 



keen, glorious being [whose] glancing 

[eyes] bode no good] .... s.a tan gave them 

glory to deepen the midnight gloom tha·t · 

always follows where their lustre fallne 

most lovingly.<* F.N. p.26) 

In contrast all the Angrian women were beautiful, tota

lly machinated both intellectually and sexually, and 

consequently deeply unhappy. Repeatedly exploited 

and wounded by the men, helpless in their pain, they 

adapt themselves to masochism. The Angarian men, and 

especially Zamorna, in their overwhelming desire for 

onnipotence, seek to destroy what they love. In this 

aspect Rochester in Jane Eyre resembles the Byronic 

hero unmistakably. He would rather reduce Jane to 

the moral and physical decrepitude of Bertha than let 

her go. Robert Moore in Shirley has Zamorna's capacity 

for sexual torment and indifference. Only emasculation 

of some sort restore to him a modicum of humanity. 

Charlotte thrusts Zamorna into a seri,.es of explicit . 

adulterous love affairs from. which he emerges unscathed, 

scattering in his promiscuous wake, scores of beauti

ful broken-hearted mistresses who ever-loyal and totally 

reduced, pine hopelessly. The extreme unhappiness, 

the masochism and cloistering of heroines permeates 

these stories. 

* (Five Novellettes. In future F.N .. ) 
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v The hero~nes are. def~ned by the~r lonl,ness and desolat~on. 

sometimes, when she was alone of an 
even~ng walking through her handsome 

draw~ng room -by twilil~ght, she would 

th~nk of home long for home t~ll 

she cr~ed pass~onately ~t the convict~on 

that she would see ~t no more. so 

wri.ld was her long~ng •••. "(F.N._/b-165]. 

Devoilid of self-esteem, they depend completely and 

helplessly on the. •-c;yuel·:'l"'en who desert them casually. 

They expect and meet with rejectd.on. It is apparent 

that love for them, as it was for most vLi.ctorri.an women, 
,...... 
D<l was not fulfri.lment, but a ratd.onalilisatri.on of self-denial 
~ rt ·and m~suse./ Tormented by zamorna and Percy/. eclipsed 

~ completely by their egoistical solfupsilistri.~ love, the 

r woman ceases to exist as an ri.ndependent, ",:entity and 

becomes wholly male ~dentifri.ed. Mri.na Laury ~s described 

as haviling: 

j)(sJ 

0~111 )31 Mib; ~ 

MB 

but one idea-zomorna! zamorna! It had 

grown up with her - become a part of 

her nature - absence - coldness - total 

neglect went for nothing. She 

could no more feel alri.entation from 

hiM than she could fr-'OM herself. (F.N.?;p.l43] 
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nIt ~s because she ct.s too al ~en a ted from herself, that 
. . .l 

she dreads al~enataon from h~m", despite 

and hum~l~at~on he causes. 

There ~s no counterva~lri.ng moral voiiJce - external 

or · .internal - to oppose male desilire. Thilis structural 

and thematilic · s~mplilic~ty of Angria causes a "narrat~ve 

stasilis" wh~ch later demands an adjustment of its:J 

prem~ses: sadilist~c, immoral omnilipotent men and masochiiJ-

st~c submilissilive women ri.nteractiling ~n a cyclic world. 

In literature as run !Life, only 

when desilire failils ·to secure ii.t::?·~ 

immediate fulfilil.ment does some 

amount of psychologilical complexity 

. 3 
beg~n. 

In Angrii.a, those who are permanently deprilived and 

the women. Hence it iis iin them that, 

towards the end of the series, a spasmodiic psychologili-

cal complexity begins to develop. When Mary expresses 

both love and hate for zamorna, she .is expressii.ng 

an experience of self-divii:s.ion. Thd.s self-divisiion 

brings to the women a turbilid, iinart~culate realisation 



that they vmctilim~se themselves as much as they are v~ct~

m~zed; that they alone can stake the~r cla~m to freedom 

and mat ur ility. Mary Percy abandoned by zamorna, shamed 

by her trailitor father Northangerland, and man~pulated 

by both, arrilives at a sense of separateness and outrage: 

What am I? I am not an atom ~n 

the scale of ex~stence •••• ~f North-

angerland and zamorna make me the 

1 ii.nk between them, must not I, who 

have a separate exiitstence, urge 

my separate clailims ••• ? [F.N.;-/i:>.60] . . 

The passilive and monotonous acceptance of selfiish male 

maniLpulatilion has given way to a briLef feeble sense of 

autonomy. Thiis spd,riht of ilndependence should not be 

overestiLmated because like her f~ctilional successors 

Frances Henrili ilin The Professor, _Jane Eyre, carold,ne 

and shrLr ley· rLn shd.r_~, what Mary ul t d,rnately des ~res 

is emotrLonal surrender. Howev€;!r, rLt U.s an important 

ii.ndiitcatilion of Bront~' s growLing awareness: of the ambli.-

guri.tiies and confliicts of the female psyche. Thd.s sen-

s ii.t iitvility towards the female prediLcament was occa-

ssd,oned by Bronte's growiling ambilivalence 



towards the Byronic hero, ihe development of her 

individual genius and an increasing creative distance~ 

between Branwell _ and herself. Her reaction against 

the seductive appeal of romance led to greater realism 

and deeper psychological insight. 

with a wane in the simplicity of female 

submission, the An gr ian women slowly assume ascen-

dancy over the male. When Mary dies, the land and 

the Angri~n world die with her. Further, she begins 

to jar in the Angrian world of self denial and aban-

donment. Dissatifaction yields resistance and 

then. growth, and this is why the attention to the 

condition of women points the way out of the Angrian 

romance. There. must be not just a rival mode of cha-

racter is at ion but a rival mode of fiction - the B.iL.,.. ·· 
') 

da.n gs roman, 

Charlotte -·' Bronte:> brilliant success with 

female characters and her debut into the realistic 

mode of fiction were the logical outcome of her 

that engendered a growing anxiety about 

the nature of love and the status of the woman within 
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that relationship. The already articulated need for 

and problem of female autonomy in a sexual relation

ship acquires more urgency and Brant e's adult works -
1 

attempt a plausible reconciliation of autonomy 

and emotional submission. Her belief in the 

destructiveness of male sexuality was never revised 

and this accounts for the fluctuaHon in the attitude 

of her later heroines towards. the hero. 

No longer is romantic love the only centre 

of her fictional world it is now shared with a 

second urgent concern: the determined pursuit. of 

individual autonomy. Along with this shift in con-

cerns, there is a chan qe 
~--

of prct. agonist who is no 

longer the consuMMl!ttely powerful male; but 

the initially powerless female. only from a position 

of deprivation and weakness can growth be gin. Both 
I 

the novels sh~fting concerns and the change in prota-

gonist -mec:cessitate a new mode of presentation, a 

different mode of fiction. The cyclic world of 

romance with its' fixed gender stereotypes is ina de-

quate tp the fictional task of representing a thinking, 

developing woman trying to reconcile the two 



important urges for autonomy and emotional fulfil-

ment. theme has growth built into 

it and so the new fictional mode will be the 

B ild un gsroman. 

The novel of growth :.regu_ires c. _an additional 

adjustment - a shift from the incessantly active plfys!Lca] 

world to the intricate private realms of the mind ~nd Brant' 

makes it. she is now attentive to emotional nuances 

and elements of self division. Her career is a conti-

nuing process in moving from the outward to the inward 

1 ife. Her final novel Villette-; the 
. I 

-outcome of 

an obssessively reiterated and reworked ·theme, poses 

the problem in its most inward and spiritual 

form stressing the need for autonomy at various 

levels more than any other work. rt is important 

to state that in her adult works, Bronte explores the 

psychical convolutions and ambiguities of the female 

mind alone as it develops and attempts to integrate 

. its contradictions. The theme of the novel, the mode 

of the Bildungsroman and the tact of the female pro-- ---
tagonist are all bound inextricably together: Jane 

is initially weak so that she can grow strong, so 



that there can be Bild.ungs. 

to deal with queries that 

This chapter seeks 

arise about the extent 

to which Jane Eyl:e is a Bildungsroman ·, It further 

to analyse -tnt. and of- the. novel 
attempts/. to explore·. how· successful the author is in 

integrating the protagonist's conflicting inclinations. 

This will help us to assess the author~ growth as well. 
' 

Technically, Jane Eyre 

Bildungsroman, for Bronte has broken out of the stru-

ctural and thematic stasis of the Angr ian roman-

ces and the movement in the novel is now linear and 

progressive, from childhood to the maturity of its 

protagonist. 
I 

Janes departure from Gateshead for 

instance, in addition to furthuring ·the plot, signals 

a metaphoric journey on the road to self discovery. 

Jane's journey is similar in its solitariness to 

that of Lucy ' snowe£> ) the protagonist of Villette fo1' 

Wl\e is alone in the hostile world till the very end. 

Jane is isolated in the malevolent Reed househol~ 

orphaned among the orphans at Lowood, alone and endan-

gered in the stringency of her morality at Thornfield. 

Though she finds kinship and acceptable company at 



M·oor house, her emotional solitude continues until 

she goes back to Rochester~. Jane always makes her 

decisions alone; consulting only an inner moral voice. 

At times she is ·divided evenagaihst herself, resenting 

and suppressing a very real but dangerous other self. 

All the novels have this distinct sense of the self 

standing in isolation poised above nothingness. However, 

the manner of self discovery varies from novel to 

novel. Jane Eyre is d ist in guishable from Villette 

in having a perfectly linear progressive movement. 

Jane never suffers the very real psychological 
j' 

reversals that set back Lucy snowe. This neatly 

structured linearity of development along with the 

author's attempt to harmonise dichotomies conclusi-

·vely, make Jane Eyre appear closer to a romance in 

comparison with the uncompromisingly realistic Villette • 
. ' 

It is even possible to question if Jane Eyre is a 

growth novel at all, and if the ptotagon}.st arrives 

at any degree of self-knowledge at the end of the 

narrative. 

Karen chase in her book Eros and Psyche., 

maintains that the only change in Jane's character 
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ilis made at Loweed when she ~s erught years old-when 

she decilides to d~scilipline herself. 

What we call Jane Eyre's develcp,l\ent 

is as much the del~quescence around 

her. The novel ~s full of personal 

catastrophe madness, rna am d.n g, 

of these 

befalls Jane, but ~n occurrd.ng 

to those about her, they work 

to consol1date her once fragile 

pos iit lion~ 

The cr ibt ilic' s suggest .ion that there ilis no actual deve

lopment ilin Jane oversd.rnplifies the narratilive structure 

of the novel, arid denies a pla us ilible al ternat d.ve ex-

planatiLon of the deliliquescence of. the secondary chara-

cters in the novel. 

Although heaviily laced wilith romance, the novel 

ilis defilind.tely a Bilildungsrornan, and not just structurally. 

so. Jane does grow and thiis growth may be 

measured by (1) the efficacy wilith which she 

confronts representabives of patriliarchy, ( 2) the 

cred.ibd.liity of the final ~ntegratiion of her sexua-

ld.ty, rnoraliity and autonomy. Jane can achii.eve th.i.s 
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only after a fair amount of self analysis and in-

trospection. 'She successfully confutates ·- threa-

tening patriarchal figures and her defiance is 

recorded as development both explicitly by the 

author and implicitly through the sub-text. Before 

trac.ing_ thii.s develtipment, an attempt will be 

made to conte~alize Bronte~ q.Jest for integrating 

feminine sexuality autonomy and submii.ss .iveness_ 

by looking at the prevalent victorian ideology 

on woman. The Victorians affected a dictotomy in 

the image of the woman by cate!gorising her as 

either the "angel" or the culpable "whore"• Sexua-

lity which was an essential element of the masculine 
'-

ideal becomes q,bhorrant in the woman . Seen against 

this background, Jane Eyre, seeking to integrate 

this bii:Jiary,vteWi)f WOmen I seems SO brave and radical 

a creation. 

The nineteenth century reader~ unsettled 

not only by the plainness of th iis heroine of. 

a romance, her provincial placement and inarti-

culateness of speech, but even more by the indecorus 

presentation of this woman's love were 

shocked in to writ ten protest. Harriet Martineau 
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attacked the novel for its "outrages on decorum", and 

for the authors sympathy for feminine independence; 

for it is in the 
5 

pure pleasures" 

"daily 

that 

rounds of\ simple duties and 
'/ 

a woman•s true happiness 

and satisfaction laf, she was joined by the reviewer 

of the christ ian Rememberancet< in her d.iab•i.."le . • It was 

disconcerting enough to find that_ a "poor obscure 

plain and littl~·[n~Qbadly dressed Jane as the heroine, 

but the fact that she 1 ived under the same roof as 

the unusual and passionate Rochester outraged 

their sense of propriety. The outrage was perhaps 

als..o due to a partial recognition of the subversive 

authorial intent. A. w. Foublangue recogn ising this, 

. 6 
called Bronte "the champlon of the weaker party" in 

:!'he Examiner. The novel presents a woman who acknow-

ledges her sexuality and seeks it,s..-1' gratification, 

while rejecting the label of •whote• fo~ herself. 

Jane Eyre argues for a revised notion 
1":' 

of woma1l-·]lood 

and female individuality and rejects the assumption 

of automatic male dominance It seeks to offer a 

new vision of sexual mutuality. Whether Bronte is 

successful in doing so will be considered later. How 

convincing then is- Karen Chase•s view that Jane is 
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ultimately a static character appearing to grow through 

'· '·· ... others decline? 
''... 

Jane's growth is articulated through the symbolic 

movement away from Gateshedd where she was situated 

at the depths of female victimage. Orphaned, penniless 

and dependent she comes to realise her total impo::)e.nce 

in her first encounter with a small but potent agent 

of patriarchy, John Reed the sole male member of the 

Reed household. Assaulted physically and psychological-

ly by him, she finally arrives at a sense of a righteous 

outrage and retaliates. But while John's aggression 

is seen as rightful, Jane's long overdue reaction 

is labelled as unnatural and dangerous. This is Jane!s 

first rebellion against authority to as.sert her selfhood. 

She is locked into the "Red Room" by Mrs.Reed who tells 

her that she will escape punishment "only on condition 

of perfect submission and stillness. " [ p. 49]. This, 
--- --·---- --~-~-

--~---.. 
the first of a series of conventional definitions of 

womanhood that Jane examines and rejects partially 

or totally, is an attempt to make her the "angel". 

'Ehe process of growth and self-definition begins imme-

dia tely after her cloistering in the "Red-Room" which 

symbolises the womb. Though she refuses submission, 
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Jqne does realise the importance of self control and 

sets out to cultivate it. From Gateshead, _ ::rane goes 

to Lowood where she encounters people with varied views 

on morality and spirituality. One of these is the 

totally self-abnegating Helen .. setves 

the twin fictional . purpose of being an 

to Jane by providing an ideal of self abnegation aga-

inst Jane's tenacious self assertion, as well as a 

model for self discipline and forbearance. Jane exa-

mines and appreciates Helen's values but rejects 

for herself the deprivatory effacement of. Burns'_ life. 

Neither of them understands the other.Helen reproaches 

Jane for her curiosity: " You ask rather too many qu~s~ 

tion"]P.83], her attachment to worldly values: "you 

think too much of the love of a human" [ P. 101] and, 

her ~ggression:" You are ..• too vehement" [ibid]., 

Angry at Satcherd's treatment of- Helen, Janet exclaims 

I should resist her, if she struck 

me with that rod, I should get it from 

her hand, I should break it under her 

nose.[f.88} 

Helen in response advices moderation and discipline 

bearing all "what it is your fate 
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l: o be r e q u i r e d to bear''. [ p . 8 8 ] . Patience requires a 

rationalisation of repression that Jane has already 

tried at Gateshead and given up. This rejection is 

Bronte's explicit departure from the Angrian world 

where women accept suffering unquestioningly. Self-abne-

gat ion 
, 

is goodJ but only upto a point ~s Burns death 

suggests. It is this limit that Bronte explores through 

Jane, Helen and Rivers. Helen Burns':.' name suggests 

both suffering and passion. Her life could be both 

he~oic through self-affirmation and martyr-1 ike in 

its self-abnegation. Because Burns approves of self-

abnegation, she succeeds in asserting herself through 

it.. She refuses· to compromise the claims 

of the spirit with those of the world. Her submission 

to spiritual demands is much too literal and she moves 

to a saintly though wasteful death, dying as she does 

out of physical neglect. Rivers negotiates between 

temporality and spiritual ism as well- his self denial 

is linked with the desire to reap everlasting profits. 

The spiritual 1 ife he opts for answers both his need 

for self assertion and abnegation. But what about 

Jane? For her,life as a missionary would be pure mar-

tyrdom unrelieved by any self-fulfilment. 



It is only in marriage that Jane can combine spiritual 

interests and self assertion. Self-assertion is possi-

ble only when the initiative is her own. Jane and 

Rivers are antithetical to Burns because they do mediate 

between the material and the spiritual. Jane opting 

for a ~ife with Rochester rather than a life as a mi-

ssionary with Rivers may be considered as an act of 

selfishness, but the more important question is; how 

does Bronte view it? Terry Eagleton in Myths of Eower 

points out, that in Bronte's scheme of things: 

a prudent refusal to yield [the self] 
prematurely in ways which might lead 
to reach dissipation rather than 
increase and enrichment.[p.24j. 

is the wisest, most fr~itful kind of ~xistence. Jane's 

physical trials are not ancillary to her moral tests. 

She survives severe ill-treatment at Gateshead, the 

epide~ic at Lowood, the trying flight from Thornfield, 

and escapes ~he subsequent retribution that comes down 

on its unmates. Her tenacious body and the prudence 

with which she yields herself ensure her survival through 

the psychic and moral ordeals she· faces. Throu-

ghout the novel, Jane is motivated by prudence and 



not by selfishness. However, prudence comes only with 

discipline and so despite her uneasiness and misgivings 

Jane accep~ Burns' advice to inculcate discipline within 

herself, but conditionally. This discipline is partly 

forced on her by Brocklehurst who is described in .dis

tinctly phallic imageYy ··:/ ..;_ "a black pillar" [ P. 63-f 

and who, apart from representing religion at i ts1i. 

hypocritical worst, is an opp~essive patriarchal force 

In a pompous declaration of conventionality, he de

clares his mission to serve a master: 

Whose kingdom is not of this 

world .••• to mortify in these 

girls the lusts of the flesh, 

to teach them to clot~e themselv~s 

with shamefacedness and sobr.ie t.y, 

not with braided hair and costly 

apparel[p.96] 

By ordering the cropping of their hair, he desexualises 

and dehumanises them in a single stroke. Jane's lessons 

in self-discipline get increasingly rigorous. After 

Burn~ death and Brocklehurst's downfall, the discipline 

is moderated and directed under Miss Temple, the 

surrogate mother, who influences Jane the most. 

It is Temple's influence that makes Jane~ .. __ 
....... 
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understand the value of the conjunction between human 

affection and spirituality and this awareness makes 

her subsequent rejection of Rivers possible. 

Jane's decision to leave Lowood after Miss Temple's, 

departure, is a decision to reject an imposed role of 

passivity that Jane has painfully imbibed, and an asser-

tion of herself over Brocklehurstian patriarchy. Since 

this role is forced on her it is inauthentic and is 

easily shrugged off. So when Temple leaves, Jane muses: 

Another discovery dawned on me, namely 

that I had undergone a transforming process; 

that my mi"nd had put off all it had borrowed 

off Miss.Temple. I was now left in my 

na tU:ral element. [and began] to feel the~ 

stirrings of old emotions •... I remembe-

red the world was wide and that a varied 

field of hopes and fears, sensation and 

excitements awaited those who had the 

courage to go forth into its vast expanse 

and seek knowledge of life 

perils [p.ll6]~mphasis mine] 

amidst its 

Discipline engenders its' own difficulties: "the con-

straints of a moderate and tranquil life". 

Rebellion then is born through repression 
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and there- are the "stirrings of old emotions". passion, 

rebellion and -indiscipline surge through Jane in res-

ponse to the urges 'for incident, fire , feeling that 

she had "desired and had not had in all [her] actual 

existence • Bertha Ma...--.son, Rochester, and Thornfield 
'-' . ;-

with its cavernous interior, its dark dangers and my-

sterious fir'es are brought forth. They appear to be 

. - 8 
congea11ngs of Jane's urges. 

The meeting with Rochester is one cycle 

in the novels dialectical pattern of. confrontation 

with patriarchy, that begins with John Reed. They 

all function as trials from which Jane emerges with 

enhanced self-esteem and greater self--knowledge. It 

is in- her conquest of these patriarchal tyrants that 

Jane's growth when evaluated, is recognisably positive. 

She encounters all the major threats to her integ-

-rity subsequently and remains whole. The encounter 

with Rochester is one such trial of her autonomy, and 

it proves to be the most dangerous of all for soon 

he becomes to her 

my whole world, almost my hope 

of heaven. He stood between me 

and every thought of religion as 

an eclipse intervenes between man 



and broad sunlight. I could not 

in those days see God for Hi's 

creature of whom I had made an 

idol. rp. 302]. 

As the analogy with the eclipse suggests, { :·~'.:. Rochester's 

influence and presence are dark and negative. Not 

/ ·'"' only does Rochester bl1
0

nd her morally, but he confines 

her more sinisterly and ins iduously than e it he :r 

Rochester is attracted by Jane's Gateshead or Lowood. 

uniqueness her forthright ways, her sound intellect 

- yet he consistantly views her in conventional images. 
v' 

She is his 'angel'ra 'sprite' , a 'fairy'
1

'an elf', 

but never the earthly fallible • woman Jane knows herself 
"'-" 

to be. Resisting this confinement into conventional 

fe~inine types, she protests: 

I am not a:J angel and will not 

be one till I die. I will be my-

self. Mr. Rochester, you must 

neither expect nor extract anything 

celestial from me .... I had rather 

be a thing than an angel.[p.291] 

with this utterence, Jane pronounces one of the most 

explicit attacka on the Victorian 'angel' ideology. 
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Rochester's attempts at appropriation become more si

nister after their engagement when he attempts to trans--

'-form her with charms, bracelets and rings dress 

her up in silks and airy lace, all symbols of servi-

tude and object if icat ion. 

~ificance and humiliated 

Jane, recognising their sig 

by the implicit rejection 

of what she is, refuses to accept them. Instead 

retaining her job: , she writes to per uncle to i nqu ir~ 

about her independent income. She further insists 

O~;preserving the fortunate distance of the master-employee 

relationship. Her refusal to become economically depe

ndent on Rochester is prompted" by morality as much 

as by good sense. Early in life at Gateshead, Jane 

carne to understand very well the repercussions 

of economic dependency when Bessie told her: 

You ought not to think of yourself 

in equality with misses and master 

Reed ..... They will have a great 

deal of money and you will have 

none. It is your place to make 

yourself humble and agreeable to 

them.[p.45] [emphasis mine] 

Economic difference creates both social division and 

sexual hierarchy. By accepting Rochester's keep, 
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Jane will forgo her autonomy and effectively thrust 

herself back into the Gateshead situation of depehdence 

and impotence . 

Rochester • s patriarchy is most virulent, 

When_, by att~mpting to perpetrate a severe moral fraud 

on Jane, he devalues her completely as a thinking 

independent, moral being, he does this fully aware 

of her stringent morality and the posit ion she will 

be reduced to by a bigamous marriage. This' is a regre

ssion to the Angrian male modela~~Roche~ster's retribu

tive fire- purging seems necessary to make him worthy 

of Jane. Not only does he have to atone for his attem-

pted bigamy, but also for the moral myopia whivh equates 

Jane with his other mistresses. He wants to use Jane 

just an he has used the other women he has known Ro-

chester believes that marriage to Jane who is pure, 

will bring him redemption. In his self-defeating sel-

fishness he does not realize that for redemp t ion 
' 

repentance and an acceptance of moral and spiritual 

codes is necessary. Entering into a relationship 

as depraved, and morally barren as his previous 

ones is no s i gn of genuine remorse. Bronte uses 

symbolism brilliantly to suggest Roche~ster's continu-.......-

ing immorality sub-textually Up till the moment 
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Jane leaves Rochester his eyes "flash fire". Rochester's 

eyes, like Blanche Ingram's,are the mirror of his soul. 

As long as they burn with passion ,Jane will not unite 

with him. Rochester's blinding, the extinguishing 

of his flaming eyes; is demanded absolutely by the 

symbolic logic of the text, for his blinding ·--signifies 

the dousing of immorality and passion. Jane'' s flight 

on her discovery of Rochester's deception can be seen 

as a measure of her development, and as an indicator 

to the significance of the ending. Jane is the moral 

pillar of .Ferndean.-, but she will not sacrifice herself 

for h~· s _reformat ion. Bronte· refus.es to turn Jane 

into 'the self-abnegating angel of the victorian ideal. 

[ P.· 14] Ro~hester is not merely the man Jane loves, 

he is s£ddled with a great deal of symbolic value too. 

It is not easy to forget that behind Rochester stands 

Bertha Mason, 

·in Thornfield. 

~ho ·. is kept concealed in an attic 

Karen Chase discussing the spatial 

intricacy oL Jane Eyre suggests convinsingly that houses 

symbolise the inner regions of the mind~ corridors, 

attics, passages suggest a greater interiority. 

It is in secret, private places behind close doors 

that the most volatile and intense emotions are con-

cealed. Bertha perpetually locked in a remote concealed 

attic symbolises not just the passion in Jane, but 



the passion, degeneracy and immoral sexuality of Roche-

ster. Berth?- is dark (as Rochester is) , almost as 

tall as her husband and is masculine. She is both symbol 

and product of his sexuality,the obverse of the victor-

ian feminine ideal. She vividly portrays the ultimately 

hostile and self defeating nature of the unmoderated 

I 1d I • The extent of Rochester's.degeneracy, despite 

his protestations of true love, the narrowness of. his, 

immorality are indicated by the fact that this symbol 

of his passion sets his bed ablaze. It is significant 

but not unexpected that the. prudent Jane awakes 

before Bertha touches her. ·she sees Bertha before 

she is seen, turns to her and is prepared for the con-

frontation when it comes, not with hysteria but with 

a mixture of watchful fear and calm. Together, Bertha 

and Rochester symbolize passions that are uncontrolled 

or unhampered by any morality, higher feeling or reli-

Beneath these lie a degeneracy and madness 
' ~ 

that repel Jane in whom, as Rochester shr ewdJy judges: 

Reason sits firm and holds the 

·reins .... the passions may rage, 

but 4 judgement shall have 1the· ·,last 

word ... and the casting vote in 

every decision"(p.2301. 



This is more than we can ever say 

is Rochester's symbolic and moral 

for Rochester. Jane 

antithesis. She 

cannot succumb to the suggested immorality of marriage 

with Rochester despite her desperate need for it. 

Besides she is driven from Thornfield by the fear 

of bigamy as much as by expediency -the realisation 

that marriage under these conditionSwould be equivalent 

to her closing all the paingstakingly open doors· 

to self-discovery and autonomy. The complete annihila

tion of her moral world that this marriage would imply 

would be accompanied by an overtly explicit acceptance 

of de valuation and sexual sur render. The real is at ion 

of the absence of any mutuality, equality and dignity 

touching the relationship, the total objectification 

of herself, causes her to flee. Her flight is towards 

discipline, away from 

she has glimpsed in 

the vast potential of passion 

herself. Jane is not an angel· 

fleeing from evil; her flight is prompted as much by 

pragmatism as it is by morality. Her unerring instinct 

for survival accounts for her resilient body and her 

morality which keeps her safe from almost all threats. 

It soon is apparent that her morality is governed by 

very this-worldly concerns. It takes her closer to 

self-fulfilment and God at once, unlike Lucy ,?nowe' s 
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spirituality which uncompromisingly places God as, the 

end to it. Jane deliberately keepe the relationship 

with Rochester restraired end- confused with minimum phy-

sicality. Although no'thing in character delineation 

suggests that Jane will. re,immora,l,her prudery is surpri-

sing for Jane· is not repelled by, neither does she reject 

the body and sexuality. Yet she restrains herself: 

I can keep you (Rochester) in re-

asonable check now,. . . and I don • t 

doubt to be able to do ·it hereafter; 

if one expedient loses its virtue, 

• 
another must be devised.[1.302] 

what appears to be a moral stand, with this reflection, 

reveals itself to ~be.~a":c·arefully and cleverly contrived 

·:me. Jane's pJ1liery ' is necessary for she knows that 

elusive~ess is the best way to win and tame Rochester 

who has never be~n resisted by a woman. 

'- . - . 
After tr1umph1ng over the most dangerous 

of patriarchal forces, Jane goes to Morton ·where she 

meets Rivers. Jane is no longer naive and confused 

about herself. She knows just what she wants and the 

threat from Rivers, though major, will not overwhelm 
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her. She recognizes it for what it is. To marry Rivers 

would be to : 

dis own half my nature, stifle half 

my faculties, wrest my tastes from 

their original bent, force myself 

to adoption of pursuits for which 

I had no vocation.[p.424]. 

Though she is occasionally carried forward by the stream 
' 

of Rivers purposefulness, and is confused by his own 

purposelessness, Jane wi!L" not marry Rivers. Morton 
. 

is more a period' of consolidation than ·one of fresh 

confrontation. The escape from Rivers who at a certain 

level is akin. to Brocklehurst and Rochester in his 

male dominance, is a . p,sychological necessity for her 

fina,l decision. Rivers fUnctions as a pointer to Jane 

who discovers that mutuality and reciprocity in a rela

tionship can be found only with Rochester who, inspite 

of his domineering chauvinism, accepts those aspects of 

Jane that are most important to herself. He loves 

her for her plainness, her uniqueness her sexuality 

for what she is. 

wi~h Rochester. It is no surprise that the gu id in g voice 

comes when Rivers has placed his hands on Jane's head, 

literally pressing. her down. Jane must return to· 
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ROchester. But here Bronte meets the insurmountable 

problem of uniting them, in view of ' Janes standing 

as the rational, moral voice of the book. HOW can 

Jane return to Thornfield without violating the moral 

pattern of the novel, the rationality and morality 

of the authoritative narrator protagonist? Angria 

and Divine 'intervention come to her aid, and Jane in 

an incredible scene hears Rochester calling to her 

from several hundred miles. It is unclear whether 

this voice is a supernatural one or a manifestation 

of Jane's own longing. What is evident is that it 

is not a personal rational dec is ion in vol vin g judge-

ment. As Jane's decision does not involve the employ-

ment of reason· and judgement I but is prompted by a 

higher moral voice than her own, the responsibility 

ceases to be hers. Her return to Rochester , ignorant 

of his . purgatorial experiences and moral transformation, 

is acceptable.for the onus rests on God. 

It has often been suggested that Jane's 

return to Thornfield is really a return to conven-

tionality : both of life where marriage is a safe choice 

and of fiction where a happy ending is a stock device. 

The ending is both a capitualtion to romantic orthodoxy 

and a final vindication of female assertiveness. Jane 

gives up the prospect of a sing~e life of comfort and 
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total independence, but gains insteqd what is more 

important to her - emotional security, affection and 

power. 

It is interesting to observe how from 

a position,. of total dependence, Jane a;Scends into . 
a position of enviable power. Her return to Fenndean 

is a movement towards liberation. 

constructs things to ensure her total domination. 

We are informed of this much before it happens, when 

Jane says;'My powers were in play, and in force"· [f.A45]. 

Jane riseLto compl.ete dominarce at Ferndean. 

physical advantage over Rochester.:~__, economic 

She has a 

equality,and. 

~he redefines Rochester's world (he sees it through 

her eyes) and his society. Jane imposes a social se-

elusion that is broken only by the Rivers' sisters 

who represent an ideal~ unthreatening society as they 

are both intelligent. and economically obliged to :'heX'c•. 

In the world Jane interacts in, everybody is depende~ , 

on her. There is no sexual mutuality at Fe rndean, 

but a total reversal of roles, a new kind of sexual 

hierarchy which is unhappy as it equates femininity 

with weakness and dependence [Rochester is the female 

in the relationship] and masculinity with authority 
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and dominance. Only though his partial, symbolic emas-

culat ion does Rochester become anJrogynous. Jane has 

the further psychological advantage of initiative 

as she proposes. The end of the novel then poses no 

r~al problem, for Jane does not succumb to conventiona

lity in any way. Rather, Bront~ succeeds in portraying 

:eemale autonomy as possible within the traditional 

framework of conventionality. 8ven though Jane retreats 

into a traditional role of serving, it is one through 

which she asserts her domination best. Rochester's 

total dependence on her service reiterat~ her position 

of power and authority constantly. 

John Reed degenerates and dies a shameful 

death, Brocklehurst faces economic and social dis grace, 

Rochester is mained,blinded and slightly broken spirited. 

Helen Burns dies,Miss Temple vanishes with her husband 

right out the book. Mrs. Reed, in dying unrepentant 

ensures a place for herself in the nether regions, 

Georgina decays lnto empty rriVOlity and Eliza into 

dry unattractive fanaticism. Rivers sails away to India 

disappearing from the English horizon to appear briefly 

in a letter and then die- quietly. And Jane, strong

despite the impression of frailty - lives wholly un

damaged in body of spirit, triumphing in her tenacious 
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attachment to 1 if e and her prudent negotiation, between 

the demands of the spirit and of flesh. To under stand 

the centrality of Jane's growth, it is necessary to 

see these other characters as symbols. If they are 

to fulfil their sy~bolic function they must disappear, 

for they are "objective cor relatives" of facets of 

Jane's personality, in their extreme manifestation. 

When the personality alters and integrates,urges change, 

threats vanish, desires are tempered and ~burie~ 

and with them, the people that symbolise them. The 

catastrophies that befall them, indicate their functio

nal disposp=,bility rather than a necessa'ry deliquesc

ence that indicares questionable growth. Jane does 

grow,consolidating Mei position herself. Not only 

does she learn who she is, but what to. be and how to.·: 

stay that way. 



SOCIAL REALISM AND FEMALE PROTEST IN SHIRLEY 



In the early part of 1848, Charlotte 

Bronte visited Francis Butterfield, a historian staying 

at Wilsden, to discuss a possible theme for a social 

novel she w~s planning. After much thought, she finally 

chose an earlier period of Yorkshire history ~ the 

L-uddite riots [ 1812-1814] - for the setting, and began 

writing anovel called Hollows Mill. The name of this 

novel was later changed by her publishers tosi1irley, 

when they released the book in the october of 1849. 

The discussion with Butterfield, Bront~~ detailed 

study of the files pert a in in g to the riots, and the 

original name of the novel attest the fact that 

Shirley was intended as a social novel with the rea-

1 ist ic setting of a specific :place and time, and 

not the romance it has often been read as. In the 

final chapter of the novel Bront~ warns the reader: 

If you think from this prelude, 

that anything like a romance is 

preparing for you, reader, you 

were never more mistaken. Do you 

.;mt icipate ·sentiment , poetry and 

reverie? Do you expect passion 

stimulus and melodrama? calm your 

expect at ions ... something real , cool 

and solid lies before you; some-



thing unromantic as monday morning ... 

it shall be unleavened bread 

with bitter herbs, and no roast 

lamb.[1'.1] 

By reading the novel as a failed romance, the critic 

ignores an explict statement of authorial intent 

and risks•misreading the novel, detecting as literary 

faults and ambiguities~ what are actually the const

raints of the genre of the- social novel· G.H Lewes 

in his review of the novel, wrote that it : 

cannot be received. as a work of art. 

it is not a picture but a _portfolio 

of random sketches for one or more 

pictures. The authoress never seems 

distinctly to have made up her mind 

as to what she was. to do; whether to 

describe th~ habits and manners of 

Yorkshire and its social aspect in 

the days of king Lud, or to paint 

a character, or to tell a love story. 

All are by turn attempted and abandoned; 

and the book consequently moves slowly, 

and by starts - leaving behind it no 

distinct or satisfactory impression ... 



Currer Bell has much yet to learn 

and, especially the discipline of 

her own tumultous 
. 1 

energJ.es. 

He has since, been echoe·d frequently by contemporary 

critics. 

novel : 

Laura L. Hinkley, ·has commente.d. that the 

attempts enormously too much. §hirley 

concerns history, economics,esclesiasticism 

provincial society in its humours, stre

sses and tragedies .•• and the writers 

own convictions and emotions. All these 

get horribly in each others way." 2 

Accusations of textual disunity, thematic delites~ 

-ence, an impatience with the unresolved conventiona-

lity of the ending and.its bleakness, are all partly 

due to misreading the . sociaily realisti~ novel CE a 
romance. Prior to labelling the novel as amaeturish 

and loosely structured, it is essential to recall 

that s h i r 1 e y comes aft e r the b r i 11 ian t 1 y in t e g r at e d, 

densely structured Jane Evre [1847] . 
J 

Bronte was 

by this time a masterly craftsperson. Elizabeth 

Gaskell in The Life of Charlotte Bronte reports that: 



Miss Bronte took extreme pains with 

Shirley. She felt that the fame she 

had acquired imposed upon her a double· 

responsibility .. She tried to make her 

novel like a piece of actual life ••• 

She carefully studied the different 

reviews and criticisms that had appeared 

in Jane Eyre, in the hopes of extracting 

precepts and advice from whicb to profit.3 

By this time, Bront~ had been purged of het penchant 

for romance by the personal catastrophe that had - . be,_.fallen her. Branwell whose decline started before 

Jane Eyre was ~ritten, deteriorated rapidly and 

was dead on the 24th september, 1948. Three months 

later Emily died after an puzzling illness. Anne 

lived for five months after Emily's death, dying 

on the 28th of May 1849. At this time ~ Charlotte 

Bronte wrote: 

Moments so dark as these I have never 

known. I pray for God's support to 

us all. Hitherto he has granted it.
4 

Bronte's suffering gave her a deep understanding 

of life, an uncompromising sense of reality and un-

shakable faith in God, which find utterence in Shirley (dncJ 

•r. more in her final novel Villette [1853]. 



Cynthi4.A.Lind~r in her book Romantic Imagery 

in the Novels of charlotte Bronte, argues for a new 

critical approach to Shirley. ·Linder convincingly 

states the necessity of reading the novel as a socia-

lly realistic novel, . . . 1 5 and evaluatlng lt accordlng y • 

She emphasises the temporal and situational spec if i-

city, the absence of gothicisms, the verisimilitude 

to incident andofcharacter oocf place in shirley to 

support her argument. 

Both Jane Eyre and Villete contain gothic 

elements that are intrinsic to the novel as they 

advance plot and explain theme and character. Thorn-

field with its' sinister, dark corridors, its myste-

rious inmates, expressionless, untimely laughter, 

sudden fires and the Pensionnat with its legends, 

shrouded and ghostly figures are all gothicisms which 

are primarily symbolic and intrinsic and then effe-

ctive. Shirley eliminates, these romantic devices 

and as intended, is " unromantic as Monday morning". 

The novel is faithful to life in its rendering of 

Yorkshire dialect, in presenting details of histo-

rical events like the Luddite riots and in the expo-

sition of social reality. Major cur rent political, 

economic ,social and moral issues all find utterence 

briefly or exhaustively in the novel. This thematic 
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plurality: gives rise to what has been not iced as 
/ 

textual disunity and the imperceptible secretion 

of a first person narrative within the omniscient 

narrative voice used in the novel. 

The three central incidents of the novel 

are the attack on the Mill, caroline's illness and 

Malonds expulsion from Fieldhead. They function 

as the .most critical and revelatory points in the 

social crisis Bronte portrays. • The riot with its 

useless violence and the final defeat o~ the workers~ 

caroline~D retreat from society and reality, and 

her decline. into neurotic ill health, and Malone!s 

clamorous greed and scorn for the poor that lead 

to his ignominous ex~ulsion from. Fieldhead, make 

the most powerful and central statements on the three 

social themes Bront~ chooses to elaborate: class 

relationships, the quest ion of I womens education and 

vocation, including the plight of the single woman, 

and the reformation· of an anti-poor clergy. The 

three issues are introduced together and very subtly 

fuse in the narrative, but are discussed separately 

as well. 

The novel opens with a frankly critical 
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description of the frivolity, insensitivity and 

snobbery of the three local curates .- Malone, Donne 

and Sweeting. She ends the description with the 

observation; "theology they may discuss occasionally 

but piety never" lp. 2]. The intention is : "to pluck 

the mask from the face of the pharisee~. shortly 

afterwards the hOusekeeper Mrs. Gale is introduced' .. 

and the curates are seen at their pompous, arrogant 

best: "cut it, woman" said her guest; and the 'woman' 

cut it accordingly."[P.4] As a woman, as a worker 

and as a poor person~ Gale unites in a single person, 

three categories of oppressed people. Her impo.tent 

hostility and resentment 
t • • .• 

and the curates ~nsens~t~ve 

unawareness of it become class attitude and not just 

individual reactions. The curates;the men, see Mrs.Gale 

the 'woman', as Robert Moore sees his workers- merely 

as a means· of convenience and not as human beings. 

Bronte at once establishes an equivalence that is 

underlined in the subsequent chapters. women are 

sympathetically paralleled with the poor "old 

maids like the houseless and the unemployed poor" 

lP.310]. But while Bronte is unreservedly empathetic 

towards women, she is c.orn;t'Y,ained in her tolerance 

for the problems of the working class. 
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Terry Eagleton points out that Bronte's 

liberalism in the matter of dissolving hierarchies 
. . 7 

is,.~ hd;.mp.e'tied by her upper class loyaltles 

This reserve probably coloured her approach to the 

women's problem too. Her fe.minist friend Ma·r.y ·Taylor 

who was often annoyed at her moderate position on 

women, saw Bronte as "a. less radical more troubled 

, II 
personallty. 8 

Bronte frequently conveys a covert 

antagonism towards the working class. The description 

of the attack on the Mill, though the "central dramatic 

incident of the novel"~ is distinguished primarily 

by the abs.-ence [of] the rna jor p'rotagol) ist - the 

working class. 

'howls 1 : · 

They are present only audiblyin their 

A yell followed this demonstration 

- a rioters yell - a North of England 

a Yorkshire rioters yell. You 

have never had that sound, perhaps, 

reader? so much the better for your 

ears - perhaps for your heart; since, 

if it rends the air in hate to yourself, 

or to the men or principles you app-

rove, the interest to which you wish 

well, wrath awakens to the cry of 

Hate: the . 1 ion shakes his mane and 



rises to the howl of the Hyena ••• 

[and], bears down in zeal and scorn 

on the famished and furious mass ••• 

it is difficult to be tolerant 

difficult to be just - in such 

momeuts [rP· 11-121. 

The contempt expressed in this lurid description 

is matched only by the paternalist condescension 

with which Shirley treates the workers. Robert 

is positively vicious. In a scene that "dramati-
10 . 

ses her idea on social philosophy" she compares 

him to Coriolanus: 

He [Robert] delivered the haughty 

speech of Caius Marcius to the 

starving citizens with unction; 

he did not say he thought his 

irrational pride right but he 

seemed to fee\, it so. Caroline 

looked up at him with a singular 

smile ••• "You sympathise with that 

proud Patrician who does not 

sympathise with his fa!ll.lshed men, 

and insults them: there, go on." 

[p.?0-71] 

Shirley who is counterpoised, feels in immense 

responsibility toward the poor: 



this responsibility weighs on my 

mind ,more heavily than I would have 

expected. They say there are some 

families almost starving to death 

in Briarfield, .••• I must and will 

help them. · [P.209] 

Yet she tells caroline: 

If once the poor gather and rise 

in the form of a mob, I shall turn 

against them as an aristocrat. I 

shall quite forget pity for their 

wretchedness and respect for their 

poverty· in scorn of their ignorance, 

in wrath at their insolence.[ P.210]. 

Ironically, it is for this very scorn that she evicts 

Malone. The difference is that Shirley will be cha-

ritable as long as she can patronize and condescend. 

. I -
Towards the end she defends,-. Roberts---· brutality to-

·.J 

wards his workers, something caroline despite her 

great affect ion for Moore, does not do •. , , . Shirley 

is superficially radical and basically orthodox, 

and her position on the status of women is as ambi-

valent as her political ideology. 



Bronte discusses the problem of unmarried 

unpropertied women, an issue connected with question 

of female education and vocation. Her early idealism 

about marriage and love waned and was replaced by 

a wary cynicism. In 1839, she wrote to Ellen Nussey 

about the improbability of her marrying a man for 

whom she did· not have "that intense attachment which 
11 

would make me willing to die for him:'·However,by 1840 

that view had altered radically: 

Do not be overpersuaded to marry 

a man you can never respect I 

do not say love; because I think 

if you can respect before marriage 

moderate love at least will come 

after; and as to intense passion, 

I am convinced that it is no desirable 

feeling. 12 

Bronte uses Caroline to articulate a sophisticated 

complex discourse on the position of woman. Caroline, 

pathetic in her victimage and her impotent sufferinB·. 

provide~ a paradigm for the general condition of 

Victorian women. Like Caroline, many women retreated 

from society, declining into ill-health engendered 

by the desolation, hopelessness and inactivity of 

their lives. 



While Lucy Snowe in Villete is enclosed 

in a metaphoric prison of the mind, caroline in shirley 

is imprisoned both by external circumstance and her 

own mind. caroline is overcome slowly by the inju-

stice of sexual discrimination and retreats into 

' 
her home and ~etaphorically into herself. Du,ring 

her psychological crisis, she confines herself to 

a single room upstairs that symbolises the interiot 

regions of her mind. Karen chase in Eros and Psyche, 

discusses the spatial intricacy of Bronte's Jane 

Eyre and maintains that houses constitute outer shells, 

rooms passages and corridors, the inner intricate 

spaces; while drawers cupboards and closets sym-

bolise still more private areas. 11 ()ne has only 

to recall Bertha's confinement in the attic, Jane's 

closetting in the Red room, Lucy's imprisonment in 

the attic prior to her confrontation with herself 

and the world to perceive the crucial use of space 

in Bronte's novels. There is a figural representa-

tion of a system of chinese boxes, at the core of 

which lies a dangerous emotive energy. The core 

symbolises a de~p hidden privacy of the mind. The 

spatial pattern that Karen chase detects in Jane 

Eyre can be seen in Shirley and villet te too. In 

Shirley, the outer space is sig.nified by Brairfield, 

the inner space by the house, while the most private 
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regions of caroline's mind are represented by her 

room. It is here that is the most explosive energies 

and emotions. are exposed. It is because the room at the 

top of the stair signifies the privacy and intricacy 

of the mind that carolines'J growing neurosis .l.s 

accompanied by increasingly long periods of confine-

ment there. Finally when her breakdown is total 

she confines her,.. self entirely to her room. The 

reason for carolines' illness is hinted at very subtly 

by Bronte who places the statement as a conjecture:· 

Probably in her later walk home some 

sweet poisoned breeze, redolent of 

honey dew and miasma had passed into 

her lungs and vci.i.ns and finding there 

already a fever of mental excitement, 

and the langour of long conflict and 

habitual sadness, had fanned the spark 

of flame and left a well-lit fire be-

hind [ f->d30 J. 

• I 
carollnes illness comes immediately after a long 

discourse on the barren futility of female life, 

an ·ugly encounter with Mrs. Yorke a dictatorial 

matriarch, and a visit to Hollows cottage which 

convinces her that Robert loves and is loved by Shirley. 



rn'fact it is neither cold nor an over-active imagi-

nation that causes her illness, but a dull despair. 

' Bronte communicates the psychical riature of the ill-

ness by inconspicuously secreting a first person 

narrative 
. . . 14 
~nto the th~rd person narrat~ve throughout 

. . ,,Further, 
carolines' · ~llness.;. .there is no other way of communi-

cating a mental illness except through the fiW&t per-

son. By permitting the reader to have a personal 

ac.count" of carol ines' illness, Bronte enlists the 

reader in joining her in this indictment of society. 

convention prevents direct open speech with 

Robert whom caroline loves and forces on her, as 

it did on all . victor ian woman a brutal exercise 

in stoicism: 

(a. disappointed] ;lover· feminine can 

say nothing, ,if she did the result 

would be shame and anguish, inward 

remorse for self treachery ... Teike 

the matter as you find it; ask 

no question; utter no remonstrances: 

it is your best wisdom ... you held 

out your hand for an egg and fate 

put in to it a scorpion. Show -no 

consternation: close your fingers firmly 

upon the gift: let it sting through 



your 

after 

palm ... Never 

your hand· 

mind: 

and 

swelled and quivered 

In 

arm 

long 

time 

have 

with 

tor tt..J.re the squeezed s coz·pion 

will die, and you will have learned 

the great lesson of how to endure 

without a sob~ ..• you will be stron

ger,· wiser, less sensitive." cp.81-82] 

The convention of passivity forces women into indig

nity and dishonesty: "they scheme, they plot, they 

dress to ensnare huabands ~· women who allow them

selves to fail in love without ensnaring the man 

first, transgress the propriety of loving without 

carolines 

dependence 

irreperable. 

being asked to love - a natural, some

times an inevitable chance, but big with 

misery.[p.83] 

despair is heightened by her economic 

and social adventitiousness that seem 

Throughout he:t crisis. caroline sits 

sewing or gazing out of the window lost in agonised, 

solitary contemplation. She becomes the archetypal 

Lady of Shallot, trapped by the man • s im~ge 

of herJ vaihly attempting, to maJ<..e sense of it. Through-
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-out the course of her. trauma, Robert is cheerfully 

indifferent, immersed as he is in his work, his sel-

fish drive towards ~aterial acquisition. Bronte 

explicitly attributes his psychological and emotional 
....... 

freedom to his self fulfil ing vocation. caroline 

herself realises this and tells Shirley: 

women have so few things to think 

about - men so many; you may have·· 

a friendship for a man, while he 

is almost indifferent to you... I 

wish I had [a profession]flfty times 

a day. As it is, I often wonder what 

I carne int8_ this world for. I long 

to have something absorbing and corn-

pulsory to fill my head and hands, 

and to occupy my thoughts. ( PP. 178-

179) 

When she senses the be ginning of her neurosis, in 

an attempt to save herself, · she asks Helstone to 

her work. He replies with m sensitivity and 

a contempt for wornens • capabilities that was chara-

cteristic of the victorian male: 
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Pooh! mere nonsense, I will not hear of 

governessing, Don't mention it again. 

rt is rather too feminine a fancy. 

[p.l52] 

Having dismissed her lightly, he inflexibly installs 

her in her angelic.role of domestic: 'Servi.tude: .,'\I. have 

finished my breakfast, ring the bell." Lp.l52]. 

Men keep women out of work because of their 

convenient conviction in her inherent intellectual infe-

riority. Shirley realising this says : uMen I believe 

I 
fancy womens minds 

'. 
something like those of children! 

Now, that is a mistake". [p .. 278]. The gap between 

female reality and the male sense of them comes into 

focus sharply and ironically by juxtaposing the two. 

Helstone, irritated 
. . -~ 

at CarolineS'· dissatisfaction and 

listless decline says: 

She has her meals, her liberty, 

a good house to live in and good 

clothes to wear ... and there she 
,.... 

sits now a poor little pu·ling chit ... 

provoking [p.l5l]. 

Helstone dismisses in a non-serious way a very 

important issue - that of genuine and serious female re-



sentrnent. , 

tant one 

precisely 

the right 

G8 

and inadvertantly raises an equally impor-

the meaning of female 1 iberty. It is 

the abs ence of liberty 1 the denial of 

to self- definition and meaningful acti-

vity - the 1 comforts 1 offered to a woman- that cause 

caroline's neurosis. The perceptual myopia of the 

male expects female contentment because lhQli ase 

~on tented. Helstone is offended by the ingratitude 

Qbli0·uely conveyed through carolines illness. Shirley 

points out the problem accurately when she says : 

if men could see us as we really are 

they would be a little amazed; but 

the cleverest and the accutest of 

men are often under and illusion about 

women. They do not read them irt a 

true light: they misapprehend them. 

[ 1'· 2 78). 

Bronte suggest that the misapprehension rs deliberate. 

Men see woman as they want to because it is expedi

ant:· Helstone sees wom~n as toys: 

At heart he could not abide sense 

in a woman: he liked to see them as 

silly , as 1 i ght hearted 1 as vain j) as 

open to ridicule· because they were 



in reality what he held them to be 

and wisHed them to be-inferior toys 

to play. with, to amuse a vacant hour 

and to be thrown away.[P.91] 

Both Robert Moore and the loutish Malone view women 

identically - as a means to a fortune. Robert pro

poses to shirley only because he wants "fortunes sp-

lendid prize".[P.421]. Louis Moore, who is greatly 

arrogant beneath his humility,sees them as wild ani-

mals in need of the control of a firm, wise, mascu-

' 

line hand. Joe Scott seems the most outrageous of 

all because his exploitative c~auvinism is undisgui

sed by devious sophistication. with great· grimness 

and purpose, he quotes from the second chapter st. 

Pauls first Epistle to Timothy. 

'Let the woman learn in silence with 

all subjugation. I suffer not a woman 

to reach nor to usurp authority over 

a man; but to be in silence. For Adam 

was first formed then Eve. I rp. 260]. 

and therefore 

women is to take their husband's opinion 

in politics and re~igion: It is wholeso-

mest for them. 
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Both Shirley' and caroline exclaim at this" stupid 

observation" stupid because it is precisely this 

subjugation that has reduced female potential to 

nothingness 

stick to the needle - learn shirt making 

and gown making ,and pie- crust-making and 

you'll be a clever woman some day.[p.76]. 

Joe Scott articulates the view that forms the foun

dation of patriarchy, which capitalism draws on. 

In a capitalist society, women exchange their unpaid 

domestic services for their upkeep. Marriage is 

then a labour contract through which the husband cor. ~ 

trols the labour of the wife. Although domestic 

product ion is classified as unproductive and worth

less, it is essential for the interest of capital. 

The institution through the woman) provide3 nurturance 

to future labour free of cost. The importance 

of domesticity in a capitalist world provokes men 

to keep woman dependent on it despite the exploi-

tation of them. This is done through creating- impassi bl:> 

difficult working conditions, and the denial of edu

cation which leaves her unsuitable for any vocation. 
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By the mid- nineteenth century the issue 

of women working had little to do· with feminism; 

it had become a necessity. The Napoleonic wars 

along with the stea~y immigration of young men to 

the colonies caused a ~~~bala~ce in the male female 

ratio, and .consequently declining prospects of mar-

riage for many women. Marriage alone provided the 

woman with economic security and 
I 

they grew: des-

perate. Men sure of their price, turned women : 

into ridicule; 
I 

they dont want them: 

they hold them very cheap; they say 

- I have heard them say it with sneer-

ing laughs many a time - the matri

monial market is overstoc~ed. [p.310] 

This image:, conveys very aptly the importance of 

market economy and the woman's powerlessness to 

enhance her financial value. In fact a working woman 

was viewed as something less than human. Mrs. Pryor 

gives a vivid, disturbing account of what it meant 

to be an employed woman: 

''I was early given to understand that 

as I was not their equal', so I 

could not expect 'to have thei"r sym-

pathy' •.• The gentlemen I found, regand-
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~-~ed me as a tabo Ged woman, to whom, 

'they were interdicted from granting 

the usual pri veled~s of the sex 1 and 

yet who annoyed them by frequently 

crossing their path. The ladies too 

made it plain that they thought me 

1 a bore 1 • The servants it was signi-

· f ied 1 detested me 1 
: Why, I could never 

clearly comprehend. . • My 1 ife .... was se-
-

dentary, solitary, constrain:~, joyless, 

toilsome, ..• I sickened." [p. 297- 98 

By making working conditione impossible for women, 

men succeeded in keeping the large majority steeped 

-in domesticity and economic , social and psychological 

dependence. The increased importance given to money 

enhanced the value of the male even more and women 

made the irrational identification of phallic potency 

with social, political and economic power. Pat ria rchYr;.J 

structured society to ensure female dependence and 

.nale independence, 
I 

and the womans contentment within 

her oppression. However the role allotted to the 

woman was too inauthentic to the imbibed and as resent-

ment errupts, the role is rejected, but with it comes 



the awareness of her unsuitability for any other 

vocation. caroline asks: 

What was I created for? ...• where 

is my place in the world7 

.... they order [women] to stay at 

home. What do they expect them 

to do at home'~ If you asklas caro-

line doe~- they would answer, sew 

and cook [as Helstone does] • They 

expect them to do this, and this 

only contendedly, regularly, uncom-

plainingly all their lives long, 

as if they· have no germs of facul-

ties for anything else .... could 

men live so themselves? would they 

not be very weary? And when there 

came no relief to their. weariness, 

but only reproaches at it$ , sligh-

test man if estat ion, would not their 

weariness in time ferment to frenzy?" 

( p.310] 
L 

And then, what is unmistakably Bronte's voice, breaks 

through the monologue with an appeal for vocation 

for women: 



Men of England! Look at your poor girls, 

many of the·m fading,., dropping off in 

consu~ption or decline ... degenerating 

into sour old maids .•. because life 

is a desert to them.[p.311) 

Yet both Bronte and caroline see the work they so 

desire only as a substitute for emotional fulfilment 

and not a means to autonomy. 

cally in yillette. 

This view alters radi-

Throughout '5hirleyq. fulfilled, active life 

is posited as a desirable alternative to Carolines' 

life. Both caroline and Shirley encounter patriarchy, 

but Shirley does so from a position of greater st-

rength and distance. She is much less of a victim 

than caroline. Through the discussion of caroline's 

situation, the futility of the life of an unmarried, 

unpropertied female, Bronte makes her statement 

on the plight of spinsters. In a letter to Ellen 

Nussey written a few wet::ks before the completion 

of Villette, she wrote: 

I have literally nothing to say. I might 

indeed speak over and over again that· 



my life is· a pale blank, and often a 

very weary burden, that the future some-

times appals me .... the evils that now 

and then bring a groan from my heart, 

lie in my position~ not that I am a 

single woman and likely to remain a 

single woman, but because I am a lonely 

. 15 woman and likely to be lonely . 

Till 
.. 

Bronte wrote the uncompromising villet te, she 

found the fate of a single woman too , painful 

to be assigned to any of her heroines. Shirley ex-

plores the dimension of its lonliness and frustra-

tion and Villette "bites the stone" [p.8ll",. fate 

has offered.·Although Bronte herself had a horror 

of spinsterhood, caroline's predicam~nt is not by 

any means a projection of a personal anxiety. Bronte's 

exper~ence of solitude and deprivation was shared 

by numerous other victorian women. women in shirley 

Miss Mann, Miss ·Hall, carolin~ ·Miss Ainely,Hortense, 

are all precluded from meaningful life by a rigid 

differentiation of roles which Bronte herself managed 

to l1r eak out of. The lack of male compassion for 

the victim of his own myopic selfishnesi is epitomised 
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in Robert Moore who sniggers a~ he jestingly repeats 

"the vinegar discourse of a cankered old maid" [P.l41] 

Young women desperate to marry are a source of equal 

amusement. 

siduously 

A condition created by a society is in

. transformed into a natural condition. 

worn:! n are regarded as "monster sft and "P iends" when 

they employ their sexuality. Ironically by placing a 

high premium on marriage, men create the very mons-

ters they fear. Female sexuality is sa~zed 

because it distracts men from their materialistic 

goals into pursuit. The degradation of' female sex

uality along with Biblical doctrines of female dest

ructiveness prompt men to either eliminate her sexua

i"ity by turning her into an 'angel' or control it 

by making her a readily available domestic toy ord 

whore. This oppressive depersonalisation of the 

woman is not peculiar to victorian England as it 

derives its origins and sanctions from ancient Chri

stian. religious scripture. Joe Scott uses both Genesis 

and paul to prove the inferiority of women. 

As one of the early theologians of the ,Church, 

Paul's letters c:~:~'""'I-~?1 were of universal interest 

to the Christ ian Church still in his infancy. As 
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regards the status of woman, he adhered to the tra

ditional Jewish practice of enforcing the subordinate 

position of woman which entailed restricting her,_ 

movements lest she employ her sexuality to ensnare 

men. He relies heavily on the Genesis account of 

the Fall to support his pronouncements. He asserted 

that women function in the perverted role of a sex-

object on earth. 
_. ... •,, 

In the Christian account or 'l:he , - ·.-:~ ·-- ---' 
.;;;:--- ..., ~ 

woman,, she emerges in the three- fold role of tem

ptress, wife and mother, all of which emphasize her 

instrumental and subordiante status in society. 

As a temptress she is the instrument of the devil 

and hence inferior, as a wife she is the instrument 

of her husband~ subordinate to him, and as a mother, 

she is God's tool and again in a position of inferi-

ority. All these arguments are of particuJa:r. interest 

for they do not correspond with Christ's own message 

that nowhere involves even remotely, a pronounce-

ment on the inferiority o~ the woman. But Paul 

and later Augustine and Aquinas, all chose to ignore 
. 
this 1 distorting actual religious teaching for the 

sake of social convenience. It is they that set 

the tone for thinking about women that would be con-

tinually reinforced in the intellectual and practical 
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tradition of the west for the next two thousand years. 

Joe scott J pronouncing the need for female 

subordination, supports its necessity by referring 

to Genes is "Adam was not decieved, but the wor.l.a.n," 

'and again: "Adam was first formed, then 

Eve •.• [therefore woman] be in silence" [ i:bid L 

According to th~ creation story, man was the result 

of a special creative effort . of God; while woman 

was created of man, for man, to relieve his lonli-

ness. This assumption gives rise to her derivative 

status and consequent. inferiority and imperfection. 

Bronte, recognising the potency and danger of this 

myth, sets Shirley the task of redefining the myth. 

The importance of myth in the shaping and structuring 

of a society is stated best by vico when he descri

bes "how a society in its earliest phase sets up 

a framework of mythology out of which all its vetbal 

culture grows inc! udin g its 1 iter at ure" .Northrop_e _F.,..~e. In 

Anatomy of criticism c;uotes Vico as saying : 

Primitive verbal culture consists 

of, among other things, a group of 

stories • some of these stories 

take on a canonical importance: 
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they are believed to have really 

' 
happened or else to explain or record 

that whi~h is centrally important 

to a society• s history, religion 
..... . 

or social structure. These ca:~~l\onJ..-

cal stories are called myths. II 16 

Frye continues the discourse saying: 

•.. We naturally think of mythology 

as a human cult ural product, 'but 

few societies·· think of their 

mythologies as something they have 

created. They think of them rather 

as a revelation given to them from 

the Gods. • • It is particularly law 

and ritual that are 

divinely revealed·. 

thought 

17 

of as 

The ca:tt:am ical importance of myth gives it a sanct i-

ty that discourages any serious opposition .or challenge. 

The woman then becomes imprisoned in a negative self

image with a crippling rigidity by the continuing 

importance of myth. Myth seeks the preservation 
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of constructed societal structures, and the epic with 

its use of myth, is then a genre that is socially and 

politically much more serious than any other genre. 

Shirley re-evaluates Milton's Paradise Lost Which 

contains some of the most popular misogynistic senti

ments in literature and proceeds to construct a more 

just plausible Creation Myth that raises the woman 

out.of inherent inferiority. Milton saw Eve as : 

11 All but a Rib Crook'd by nature, 

bent, as now appears ... a serpent 

false and hateful ... [with] a too 

Heavenly form pretended to hellish 

falsehood [to] snare them [men]. 

But for thee [woman/Eve] I [Adam/man] 

had persisted happie [X;874-884] 

Shirley exclaims in contept: 

Milton~a Eve! Milton's Ever I repeat ... 

Mil ton tried to see the first woman: 

but only he saw her not ... It was 

his cook he saw ... I would 
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to remind him that the first men 

of the earth were Titans and 

Eve was their mother ••• , The first 
I. 

woman was h.eavel!l-born [rejecting 

the myth of derivation],... a 

.woman Titan [with, ] mighty hands 

[who] face to face speaks 

to God .•• Eve is Jehovahs daugh-

ter [not of mans' crook' d rib_'] 

as Adam was 'Jehovah's son'. • • undy-

ing and mighty being! n [f. 25,2 -253 ] • 

And then Bronte introduces the reductive false Chri

stian view through caroline~ interruption." She 

covetted an apple and was cheated by a snake"[ibid]. 

Immediately after this Shirley is asked to enter 

the Church and she refuses. to 1 rejecting the insti

t~tion that propagates a distorted, repressive mytho

logy:"! will stay out with my mother, Eve" [ibid]. 

However, in spite of this glorious vision 

of true womanhood and her radical rejection of the 

oppressive religious inst it ut ion Shirley is as con-

ventional as caroline, a victim of<:S'O~~f- conditioning. 

Her redef in it ion of the woman stops short of a 



profession of complete equality introducing a terri-

ble atnb ivalence: 

[Man]~)is a noble being. I tell you 

when they are good, they are the 

lords of creation ••• moulded in their 
') 

makers image [lifted] almost above 

morality ..• the first of created 

things.· [i.l 70]. 

caroline asks : "above us T" and Shirley replies eva-

sively: "I would scorn to contend for empire 

' with him" implying that man J.s king. caroline pres-

ses the point a little later asking "But we are mens 
I 

equals are we not?" and shirley betrays all her 

radicalism by answering: 

:'Nothing ever charms me more than when 

when I meet my superior one who 

makes me sincerely feel that he is 

my superior ••• The higher above me 

so much the better: [P.l70-171] 

This confused duality was very much a part of the 

victor ian women's psyche . Frances cobbes 1 one of the 



greatest radical feminist reformers said that "the 

great and paramount duties of a mother and a wife 

make all other feelings and vocations subordinate. nl<i 

Bronte herself had divided loyalties: she resented 

men, rejecting their claims to 'superiority and yet 

longed for submission in an emotional relationship 

and tried her best to obey -:>southey's advice to make 

her home and not literature her business. Shirley's 

ambiguity is then either a reflection of Bronte • s 

own duality, . or a deliberate device to expose how 

even the most radical of ~omen are finally·constr~ine~, 

repressed and determined by society. The second 

pOssibilitf ~ is more likely because Shirley is fina

lly projected -as a victim, suggesting that ·Bronte 

deliberately created the duality in her character. 

Nancy cott in her Introduction to 

of Bitternes~, while discussing female ambivalen6e 

towards the male and towards each other, ~ites:, 

We can view women's group-consciousness 

as a sub-culture, uniquely divided 

against itself, by ties to the domi-

19 nant culture. · 



This explains why Shirley and caroline are mutually 

secretive and mistrustful, and why Robert casts a 

sh~dow over their relationship. Shirley betrays 

a very deep sense of ,female inadequacy, a fragment a-

tion when she masquerades as Esquire Shirley 

Keeldar to give herself a feeling of power. For her, 

her status, wealth and power are all qualified by 
I 

her sex. She accepts Roberts off..: hand treatment 

of her opinions on her property. Though she has 

a greater self-esteem and a stronger sense of sepe·ra-

teness than caroline, she cannot cont~mplate life 

without marriage despite her vocation and wealth. 

Early in the novel she tells caroline that marriage 

is : 

a terrible thought - it suffocates 

me I could never be my own rruist.ress 

anymore If married that 

could not be.[P.l68] 

Yet she rejects sir Philip Nunely, on the astonishing 

grounds that he is not authoritative enough. She 

tells her uncle 

I will accept no hand which cannot 

hold me in check ..• besides he·would 
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never command me... a husband must be 

able.t-D "nr.~.:.rol me .•• Did I not say I 

prefer a master? one in whose pre-· 

sence I shall feel obliged to be 

good A man whose approbation 

can reward - whose displeasure punish 

me? A man I shall feel it impossible 

not to love and very possible to 

fear [J>.433-34] . 

Mr. Sympsom in despair exclaims: 

Are you not enough to bewilder ones 

brain with your self contradiction? [ibid] 

What Shirley wants·. despite her talk of independence 

and equality is what Patritia Beer calls: 

a good 

a man and 

working relationship between 
c210 

a dog or a man and a horse 

This is borne out by a series of explicit images 

that follow that 1 iken shirley to a wild animal. 

The relationship between her and Louis instead 
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of being one of equality and mutuality, is one of 

domination and subordination, master and servant, 

possessor and object: 

I have tamed the. lioness, I am 

her 
rr- ~,J 

keeper. .i.'-.___ _.. ~ •• Now, then, 

I have you; you are mine [p.482) 

And Shirley speaks with the trembling apprehension 

of a slave : 11 Will you be good to me and never tyra-

nnise? 11 [ibid) Louis promptly claims his right to 

tyranny by_ staking his ownership • 
11 Tame 

fierce, wild or subdued, you are mine 11 [ibid] Shirley 
,... 

reveals in her new -found servitude: 

I am glad I know my keeper and 

I.am used to him. Only his voice 

will· I fol low; Only his hand 

shall manage me; only at his feet 

will I repose. [ibid~ 

Shirley is unrecognizable now. The confident wilful 

Miss Keeldar who thumbed her nose at conventiona-

lity is portrayed as reduced to a domestic animal. 



Does Shirley actually say these things? Is her 

ingratiating servility true? Why does Bronte feel 

comp;e tled '.;o abandon the third person and the first 

person voice often used, for the more cryptic second 

person narrative voice w.Ha e.~ discussing Shirley? 

Only in the · last chapter does the omniscient narrator 

reflect on Shi~ley. Shirley is absolutely-osilent after 

the thirty second chapter in the thirty, sev~n chapter 

novel. Yet she occupies considerable narrative space. 

fiowever we hear abou't her only through either Caroline 

or Louis both of whom describe her 
.;. 

f~elings. But 

significantly Louis alone speaks for her - he . gives 

voice to her silent thoughts. We learn. that Shirley 

behaves irrationally, neurotically - she sleeps little, 

eats less and postpones her wedding day till compelled 

by Louis to finalise it. Louis recognising her unha-

ppiness tries to cheer her up by declaring that 

he too isJ "far from ·happy in his present, unsettled 

state". [ p 506]. And Shirley for the first time 

in his report answer&~ with something of her old 

spirit and a good amount of bitterness: and her reply 

provides a clue to understanding her silence and 

the change on the narrative mode! 



Oh, yes; you are happy! ••• you dont 

know how happy·· you are 1 - any change 

will be for the worse! [P.499] 

The second part of her reply seems to be despairingly 

addressed to herself. Unlike Jane Eyre who decides 

to run away from Rochster and refuses Rivers mainly 
( 

to keep her own self inviolate, shirley will have 

to 

disown half [her] faculties, wrest 

[her] tastes from their original bent, 
\ 

force [herself] to the adopt aon of 

pursuits for which [she] had no vo-

cation, 

because there is no equality in the relationship 

with Louis. 

Her silence sigr.ifies the triumph of convention over 

the outlined radical change, the loss of liberty.Shirleyt~s 

unrestrained expression was the essence of her free-

dom and autonomy. By her silence and capitulation 

Charlotte Bronte conveys both the loss of freedom 

and begins answering the quest ion on the existence 

of female liberty that Helstone inadvertantly raises 

when he says: 



n she has her 1 iberty" Does the woman have any 

freedom at all in the given social conditions? Hobbes 

in the Leviathan says that; 

"freedom signifies an abs-ence of exter-

nal impediments: which· • • • may take away 

a [wo] mans power to do what [she] would; 

but cannot hinder [her] from using the 

power left [her] 1 according ·as (her] judge-
;u 

ment and reason shall dictatetoLherJ 

This def in iit iion does not different a ate with enough 

subtlety between external or social and internal 

or personal freedom. External freedom roughly speak-

ii.ng , is the freedom from outsiidere.:-::traints of iill 

sorts. society makes this freedom impossible for 

human kind but confines women much more. Personal 

or internal freedom includes external freedom am!. io inter-

preted by Robert C.Neville in The cosmology of Free

dom in terms of four basic dimension of freedom: 

"external liberty, freedom of intentional action , 

freedom of choice and o1' crea ti vi t.){~~hir ley's relu

ctant acceptance of Louis and caroline's relieved 

acceptance of Robert, though ultimately free choices 

in so far as consent is· there, do not .sign:t.fy the 
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existence of freedom; but rather establish its ab

sence. Throu9hout the novel Bronte reiterates this 

total abs~ence of freedom by emphasising the external 

constraints that prevent the wom~n from intentional 

action, and the absence of choice for the worr:::o~.n. 

There is no . viable alternative to marriage, there 

is therefore, no free decision possible on the sub-

ject. 

caroliine•s bondage iis far more sinister 

as she does not even notice her unfreedom - her soci-

alisataon is complete. · But shirley's final impra-

sonment is far more tragic for she, unlike caroline 

who has been socialised to recogniise bondage as 

freedom,is fully aware ofwhat she has lost. Neither 

woman has any power over themselves or their lives. 

When Bronte ins ii..st ·: on education for women, she echos 

Mary wollstonecraft•s who in reply to Rousseau's 

"Educate women like men ••• and the more they resemble 

our sex, the less power ·they will have over us 11 
••• , 

answers: 

This is precisely the very point I 

aim at. I do not wish theM to have 
,_a 

power over men, but over themselves. 
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The ending of the novel is deliberately 

unsatisfactory, contrived, abrupt and unresolved. 

It forces the rebellion ·i>hcl, challenge of the novel ,/ "' . ) 
·>---. 

into conformity and submission caroline 

gives · up all plans of independence and employment 

and Shirley: 

abdicated without a word or struggle. 

"Go to Mr. Moore; ask Mr. Moore" was her 

answer when applied to for order. [p·~q~1 

status quo is preserved. Both women and worker remain 

e~loited, impotent victims. Industrialisation conti

nues and the final vision is Robert's who is himself 

controlled by external forces. Helene Moglen and 

Patr icil.a seer read the ending as an indiLcat ion of 

Bronte's duality, and Terry Eagleton sees it as 

an expression of sront~'s ~onventional paternalism 

However, it is the only ·_ possible ending open 

to a writer who has stated her intent to deli· neate 

soc ii.ety real ii..st ii.cally. A reversal of economic and 

sexual power structure would be inconsistent with 

social reality and defeat the purpose of· the novel. 

The aggresstive selfish megalomani -::al Moore; of the 

world do not crumple up 1 ike the Rochester$ of ro-

mances. And Bronte realised that given the sociali-

sed ambivalence of female nature, women would not 



easily enter those occupational and political bastions 

traditionally arrogated by men to themselves. Shirley 

and Caroline are typical victims of this confused 

Victorian ambivalence. 

The ending of the novel therefore does 

not pose a problem. It is consistent with the theme 

and unifies it, it is concordant with characterisation 

and authorial intent, and adheres to the logic 

of the text. What Bronte saw in her society was bleak-

ness and the power of oppression and that is what 

she uncompromisingly showed her reader in Shirley. 

Shirley situates the women and defines her socially 

and Villette visualises a spiritual way out of the 

personal and social unfreedom that denies and cir-

cumvents female autonomy at every level. 



THE SPIRITUAL QUEST OF LUCY SNOWE 



charlotte Bronte's attempt in Jane Eyre, to forge 

mutuality ~n sexual relationship fa~led for at eqded 

an a reversal of conventional roles. Jane ascended 

~nto power whd.le Rochester declined into dependence. 

Shirley tries to rii.ght this wiLth a moderate degree 

of symbol lie emasculat iion of the heroes that is acce-

ptable within the constraints of realism. Louis iis 

subservient in his economic dependen .... ce and Robert 

Moore is made temporarily dependent and impotent 

by his accident. But this proved to be an ineffective 

solution as the forced experience of . the f-emin~ne 

predicament, rather than creating a sympathetic under-

standing of at. iin the men , made them appreciate and 

assert their power even more. carol d:ne and. shirley 

are finally 

star~. endd:n g 

disregarded and oppressed. Through th.is 

Bronte seems to suggest that in the 

given social conditions the iideal of androgyny' iis 

impossiibl~ to achieve. rt as possible perhaps only 

.in a romance where there iis freedom from real d.sm • 

Villette (1853) Bronte's final I most complex· novel 

offers no wish - fulfd.liing solutA.ons to either the 

hero.ine or the reader. Neither superriatural nor human 

agencies offered the protagonist :Lucy S;howe an ano-

dyne for suffering. Her lover paul Emmanual iis drowned 

wh.ile on hiLs way back to marry her and Lucy .is left 



alone in bleak spinsterhood depr ilived of a much- wished

for emotional fulfilment. However, sufferd:ng in Ville

~' d:s not meaningless but divinely ordained and hence 

ultimately beneficial to Lucy. Paul's death is then, 

both tragic and propitious, and const ii:t utes Bronte•• s 

final comment on the possibility of sexual mutuality. 

Why is Lucy's .impending marriage circumvented despite 

paul's inherent androgyny? what d.n the text and sub-

text demand this ending that iis logical and perfectly 

consd:stant with the rest of the text? This chapter 

attempts to analyse the novel and vindicate th~ ending 

through it • 

Both Jane Eyre and shirley are primarily con-

cerned with the demo! it d.on of sexual as symmetry 

through the creation of androgynous herod: nes. However, 

the heroes - Roch~ster,Robert, and Louii.SMoore - remain 

despite their symbol iic emasculat iions, essentially 

Byronic. only in Villette does Charlotte Bronte re-

construct both the male and the female wri:thii.n the an-

drogynous vision. Androgyny,a word cod:ned by coleridge 

and made current by Virginia woolf, was originally 

used to descr tibe the freedom of an , art iist const it u-

tiionally :d.gnorii.ng, durii.ng the process of perception 

and expression, the boundaries between mental acts 
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conventaonally ascr~bed to e~ther male or female. 

However, from thd.s descr ipt ii.on of a creat ave md.nd 

dec011structd.ng duality, it has come to be associated 

wiith a personaliity or a stage iin the iindlivd.duars liife 

which lis not narrowly mascul d.ne or femii.n ii.ne; it iis 

used as a descd .. pt d.on of character. The artiiculatd.on 

of the new vision of androgyny begd.ns wd.th a revision 

of the donne'~ from which Bronte begiins ii.:n the Angrian 

tales. In Jane Eyre, the earlier assumptions of Angria 

- the omnipotent male and the primacy ·of love in a 

woman's lii.:fe - though submerged, liinger •. Jane ~s ess-:-

entially androgynous but, Rochester has femind.ty 

forced on hiim at the end by a retd.but d:ve, part d.al 

d.ncapicd.tat ion. It is not a partiicularly .heartening 

resolutd.on as femiin in ity comes as a pun d:shment and 

d.s synonymiised wd.th weakness and dependence thus cover-

tly conveying misogyny. Jane's caut d.ous seclusion 

from miscellaneous society suggests that Rochester's 

'androgyny' is precarious. He might turn destructively 

masculii:le d.n a conduc.i.ve. social env ~ronmen t. Jane d.s 

~eft responsii.:ble for ensuring contd.nud.ng mutuality 

and domestd.c morality. By exempting Rochester from 

these · responsd.bd.litd.es, Bronte .inadvertantly entrench-

es the woman as the moral and . domest d.c guardian 



the viictoriian dJdeal. In Villette, Bronte constructs 

an inherently androgynous male who shares moral res

ponsiibiliLty equally with the female and thereby d'fti

:c.uls t:esrj a cr iit ique of the prevalent indulgence to 

male moral irresponsibility. 

Men fully supported the Christian teaching whiich 

declared that without the sustaind.ng moral guidance 

of the male, women, paradoxically both d.nherently evil 

and appointed moral guardians. would fall easy prey 

to evlil. Joe Scott in Sh d.r ley, represents the miiso

gynd:std:c Chrd.std:an and masculd.ne po:int of vd.ew clearly 

when he says 

"Adam was not deced:ved; but the woman, 

beiirtg deceived, was iin transgression ••• 

let the woman learn iin silence with all 

subjugat ii.on. I suffer not the woman to 

teach, nor t9 usurp authority over the 

man". [ p·. 310] 

Bronte rejects both the double moral standard and thd:s 

construct of female culpability and weakness. She 

gives her heroes practical moral responsd.biliity and 

her heroines intelligence, a sense of autonomy,economic 

self- suff~ciency and independent moral crediibillity. 
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She believed that women were morally un~rus.t:worthy 

because of socri.al deprri.vat~on alone : "Men of England .•• 

keep your gri.rls ' m~nds narrowed and fettered - they 

w~ll ••• be a. plague and a care"[p.3ll]. This convri.ctri.on 

t·' in the presence of the ~nner moral voice in every woman 

led her to ~nsd.st that they cult~vate ~t and submd.t 

t<? it 1 and not to male authority. Jane d.s staunchly 

obedient to her inner voice and not to Rochester~ 

dictates. However, she does falter d.n her moralti.ty 

br iiefly by allowing Rochester to eel d.pse God. Lucy 

snowe d.s constantly aware of and guards. against the 

dangers of false idolatory. But d.t d.s only towards 

the end of her quest that her detatchment is prompted 

by ·~ m~orality . Initially, her reticence towards emo-

tional entanglements· is chiefly because of her desire 

to avoid pain at all costs. This change in principle 

must be recognised as a growth that :Paul Emmanuel ii.s 

functional ii.n bringing about . 

. Villette lis an autobiography that records Lucy 

snowe's growth during her ~pri.rii.tual and psychic quest. 

Bronte called her works autobiographies because she 

wanted tbm be taken ser .iously. Autobii.ographies , edify-

iing d.n nature alongv,with histories, classics and 

essays constituted serious reading. There was a ~radi-



t>i.on of treating the protagonist of an autobiography 

as a pal gr d:m. In her preface+o The,Professor she states 

the intent iion of her novels clearly . n to del ti.neate 

the earthly pilgrimage of 
lJ 

man, and goes on to ti.nsd.st 

that her hero and heroines 

should master at least 

half the ascent of the 'Hti.ll 

of Difficulty' •.. As Adams' 

sons [and daughters, they] should 

share Adams' doom and drain 

all throughout l:if€7 a md.xed 

1 and moderate cup of enjoyment • 

About Lucy snowe she wr d.tes iin a letter: "I am not 

lend:ently diisposed _towards Miss Frost ••. I never meant 

to appod.nt her l~nes ~n pleasant places." 2 

Her female protagonist like Bunyan's journey 

through the "dreary wilderness" [P.241] of this world. 

They are piLlgrims ti.n their lo~eld.ness and d:n the nature 

of their quest. They all ask ceaseless d.nward quest ions, 

concerned as they are wiith the nature of God, the 

reason of their being and sufferd.ng. Jane Eyre ques-

td.ons the dying Helen "where is God? What d.s God?" 

~~13]. In Shirley, caroline in despair crd:es out 
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"What was I created for? Where d.s my place an the 

world?"fpl76]. And Lucy snowe upto the very end of 

the novel, attempts to understand the "d.nscrutable" 

God of Md.ss Marchmont. All the quests and particularly 

Lucy's , are diLrected towards the diLscovery of the d.n

nerself, . d.ts iLdent ti.ty, mean d.ng and purpose wiithti.n a 

spiLr iLt ual framework and d.n relat iion to socd.ety. In 

thiis Bronte d.s as expld.c-d.t as carlyle iin her concern 

wiith the reld.gd.ous and sociial d.ssues of the td.me. 

Ld.ke her contemporard.es George Eliot and Dd.ckens, 

Bronte was deeply ti.nfluenced by carlyle· Barry Qualls 

has pointed out the thematd.c sd.md.lard.ty between Vallette 

and Sartor Resartus, though he asserts that Lucy's 

. . . 3 0 o.s not a spil.r il.t ual quest. n the contrary, Lucy's 

-as prd.mard.ly a spiird.tual quest. sartor Resartus, exa-

mti.ned the duald.ty of human kd.nd usti.ng, as most vd.ctor

ti.an novels dd.d, the divii ce- of the double plot for thiis 

explorataon. The work was an attempt to edify, reprove 

and guiide the dehumanti.sed, mechand.sed people of victor-

d.an En gland. Unliike, the vsd.ngle pd.lgrd.mcif Bunyan iin ; 

the allegord.cal Sartor Resartus, every human bed.ng 
'\ 

d.s the quester, a Diiogens Teufelsdrockh. od.ogenes 

~s orphaned d.n ilt d.ally enslaved by hd.s demon self, 

denying the in\·lard world iin hiLs 'Ever lasting No'. 

He sets out on a quest to discover hd.mself and to seek answers 
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to inward queries. carlyle saw all hti.s countrymen en

slaved by the~r demon selves, denying the d.nner self

as lti..ttle better than animals, eatihng and grunting 

.in satli.sfactii.on rim theiir "Doubting castles", happy in() 

"a world without lungs fast wheeziing itself to death 

. 4· 
in horrid convulsti..ons and deserving to dLe. " 

Bronte was equally disturbed by the "signs of the times" 

but unlike Garlyle, dd.d not call fiery judgement down 

on the godless world that dis satisfied and vd.ct d.md.-

sed her. But, her anxiety and despad.r do not go un-

expressed. In Shirley, she calls Vd.ctor ian England 

the modern "Babel" in danger of bed.ng struck down for 

d.ts impudence and spird.tual disintegration. Like 

carlyle, she envisaged the victorian as a desti tutE(.pi·l-

-
grim . All her protagon .ists are orphared , cut off, 

from all meand!ngful kinship ties- a sign of their meta-

physical lonliness This Jonliness ti..s a very necessary 

condition for the freedom for self-dd.scovery. Jane 

Eyre must break all relational tiLes before she can 

begin discovering herself. After doing this she says: 

my soul began to expand; to exult with 

the strangest sense of freedom, of 

triumph I ever felt. It seemed as d.f 

an invisible· bond/ had been burst, and 
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that I struggled ii.nto an unhoped 

for liberty.[P.69] 

Lliberty and al~enatri.on are closely llinked, for wiLth 

estrangement comes a freedom from ~nher~ted dutiLes 

rhnto relat ihve mob ill d.ty, from sociLetal dti.rec.t d.ves d.nto 

self defiLnli:t iion. Orphaned and thus free from external 

constrad:nts, the quester both demon and God-born , 
seeks to reconcd:le the dual ilt llies of hiis/her pr d.vate 

and publ d.c self accomplished through a spiritual· Journey· Bronti 
I 

echoes Klierkegaard's assertd.on that a development 

that ~gnores God iis no development at all.. He wrote: 

Only that man's liife rhs wasted who 

ld.ved on; so dece~ved by the joys 

of l~fe or its~ sorrows that he never 

became eternally and declhs iLvely cons-

clio us of hii.mself as sprl.r iit, or self, 

or [what d.s the same thd.ng], never 

became aware and d.n the deepest sense, 

receiLved an iLrnpressd.on that he, he 

hrhmself, his self, ex iists before thiLs 

God, which gaiin of d.nfiinti.ty ti.s never 
5· 

attaiLned except through despair~' 

~ 

The wasted lives of Marchmont, Rochester and the legen
/ 

dary nun testiimony to thiLs con v .:Let d.:on. .Bronte 
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conveys the sp~ritual concern of the novel both 

overtly and covertly through the language of the text 

and devices llike symbol ·and allusiLon. MiLchael Wheeler 

in the Art of Allusion d.n Vii.ctorri.an FiLctiion, dd.scusses 

tl)e iLmportance of detect ling and accurately under stan-

dri.ng allusd.ons 
6 

funct d.onal 

to an . adopted 

d.n a novel for they are specd.fiically 

Allusions are borrowiings'from o~ references 

or parent text, and function as crucial 

thematd.c:~ and plot pod.nters. They also at times iLndi-

cate structural parallels between the "adopted" text 

and the "adoptd.ve text. ·In Vd.llette the allusions to 

Sartor Resartus, Pd.lgriim~ Progress, the lOJ.rl [and]New 

Testaments are themat d.c poii.nters • As they are all 

texts concerned primarily wd.th sp~riituald.ty, they indi

cate the spiritual concern of the author and the spri.rii-

tual nature of the protagonist's quest. Thd.s concern 

and theme al-e under 1 d.ned further by the rel igiLous sym

bold.sm and the Biblical. language of the text. The 

' I occurance of Diivine retributd.on , and the protagonQsts 

Christian attitude toward suffering deserved and 

unmerd.tted- also ii.ndicate the reld.gii.ous aspect of the 

novel. . Bront~ suggests that life d.s governed cq·mpl-e-

tely by the Diviine. She does this by using the two 

archetypal symbols of the'sea~ that represents destiny 

;,;. 
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or a controll.:ing force and the 'shilp' symbol.:isii.ng the 

human soul. Th~s frequent use of metaphor serves 

to conceal the real Lucy from the reader and to under-

l~ne the hand of God ii.n her l~fe: 

"pii.cture me, for the next eii.ght years, 

as··a bark slumber.:ing through halcyon weather, 

lin a harbour st .:ilJ, as glass - the steersman 

stretched on the lii.ttle dec~, h.:is face up 

to he.aven , hils ey~s closed: burii.ed, ~f 

you wilill, .in a long prayer. pii.cture me 

then,· .idle, bask.:ing, plump and happy stret-

ched on a cushioned deck, warmed by c_--·, 
constant sunshii.ne, rocked by breezes, .indo-

lently soft . 

. led that 

However, ~t cannot be concea-

I must somehow have fallen 

overboard •.•• the rush and saltiness of 

br ~ny waves .in my throat, their .icy pressure 

.in my lungs ··~· .in f.:ine, the sh.:ip was lost, 

the crew perished. 

The omn li:present Dd.v LLne1
.! pat tern var iies from 1 d.fe to 

liLfe. Graham and paul ii.na are blessed and protected 

by "Gods wii.ll" ~n scarce danger of encounterii.ng "weather 

f.:itful and gusty, wii.ld and var.:iable." Mrs. Bretton 

.is lii.ke a "stately sh.:ip crud.s.:ing safe on smooth seas" 
,/\ 
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Despiite the ilincomprehensii.bii.l ii.ty of the D iliviine wii.ll, 

d.t ilis utltimately justd.fd.ed. However, Lucy's believing 

acceptance comes only towards the end of the novel: 
. 

amiidst ad.s boundless works, ilis somewhere 

here stored the secret of thilis last fate's 

justilice; I know that Hiis treasures con

taiin the proofs as the promiLse of iiits 

mercy, [p.461] 

Those who d.gnore God - Marchmont and the legendary 

nun of vii.llette, and Rochester of Jane Eyre-are punii.

shed ii.n dilifferent ways. It ii.s heaven's justd.ce. oavii.d 

lodge recogniilzd.ng the relii.gii.ous aspect of the novels, 

makes an observatiion on Jane Eyre that iis, 
'\ 
illn essence, 

more applicable to viillette; 

Jane Eyre ii.s remarkable for the wa ii.t 

asserts . a moral code as r d.gorous and de 

mandd.ng as anythiing d.n the Old Testament, 

ii.n a universe that U.s not theocentrii.c, 

but centred on ii.ndii.vii.dual conscii.ousness ••• 

The sanctions of Old Testament morald.ty-

punishment by fiire and water, destitution, 

ex d!le and sol d.tar ii.ness - are st iill, much 

lin evidence both on the liiteral and on 

the metaphorical levels; but the symbolic 

art of the novel, presents them as exten-
7 

siion of the iindii.vii.dual concii.ousness~ 



Both Miliss Marchmont and the nun exiille themselves from 

God and sociiety by theii.r human attachments. Marchmont 

ii.s pun dished with unfulf iilled sol lit ude - a metaphor d.c 
. 
buriial, whii.le the nun wiith a liiteral burial. The nun 

forgets God in her· worshii.p of the false iidol of human 

love and Marchmont tells Lucy ; 

You see, I still thiink of Frank more 

than of God; and unless .bt be counted 

that ~n thus lovd:ng a creature, so 

much, so long and ·so exclusiLvely, 

I have not blasphemed the creator, 

small d.s my chance of salvatiLon.[f.34] 

Then, there follows a deceptiLvely innocent questiLon: 

"What do you thii.nk, Lucy, of these thiLngs? " { fbd.d). 

Lucy does not answer Marchmont iLmmediLately, but her 

liife becomes not just a reply, but a criLtiLque of March-

mont's 1 iif e. Lucy's quest begii.n.s ; almost iLmmediiately 

after thiis dibalogue, ' . ' prompted by Marchmonts death that 

leaves Lucy: "anomalous, desolate,_ almost blank of 

hope"[p.39]. Instead of her characteriistiLc wd.thdrawal 

from liife in the face of pain, Lucy this tii.me acqu~£B-

God's plan, answers the call and so f ii.nds fort lit ude 
...... 

and fulfiLl ment. She hears a voiice urgiing her iin Bd.bliical 

language to "leave this wiLlderness, and go out hence"[p.36] 



By obeydmg iLt, she enters. on a spiLriLtual journey emerg-

iLng from the 'Everlastd.ng No'. Lucy, unl iike Jane who 

deciLdes, iLs sent forth on a piLlgriLmage - God's chosen 

one. It d.s no acciLdent that GiLnevra Fanshawe calls 

Lucy D.iLogene s, for Lucy is on a spiLr iLt ual quest of 

self dilscovery. Lilke Dd.ogenes Teufelsdrockh, she 

becomes a "spectre -fiLghtd.ng [wo] man, nay one who 
8 

wiLll one day be a spectre - queller." 

The journey iinto herself, iLs 1 iLke Chr iLst iLan~s 

iLn PiilgriLms Progress, arduous and pad.nful and Lucy 
~ i ' 

often cr iies out iLn the vod.ce of Job agad.nst her un-

merited sufferiLng engendered by a quest she d.s re-

luctant to begiLn: 

'It seemed I must be st iLmulated ii.nto 

action, I must be goaded, drd.ven, stung, 

forced to energy. • ••• I had wanted 

to compromii.se wd.th Fate; to escape 

occasiLonal great agonies by submiLtting 

to a whole liife of priLvation and small 

paiLns. Fate would not be so pacif~ed •• 

However, later, Lucy herself is eager for the quest: 

My inner self moved, my spirit 

shook d.ts always fettered wings 
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half-loose; I had a sudden feeliing 

as iLf I who had never yet truely 

liLve~, were at last about to taste 

liLfe.(f .. 39] 

HaviLng embarked on the quest,Lucy iis constantly impelled 

ii.nto actiLon. She is placed in the middle of a human 

commun d:ty. and ti..s frequently depended on. She ti..s made 

to teach, nurture,. act and fd:nally to guiLde lovers. 

Every time Lucy decides to withdraw she d.s pulled back 

into life by people or circumstance •. But as her 

quest progresses, Lucy grows more eager and fti..nally 

even tranquiilld:sers cannot restraiin her need for disco-

very. 

It d:s apt that Emmanuel [whiLch means "God wiLth 
9 

us"], IsiLah's prophesied messiiah, who helps others 

to free themselves through thought and action, should 

assiist Lucy out of the wiilderness of psychic and spiritual 

despad.r born of an inability to beliieve d:n eiither herself 

or iin the love of God. Lucy snowe's quest, involves 

( 1) break iin g out of her solii.tary ~ self enclosed world 
I 

to be sociLally useful, part of a community ,where. she 

has to make her contriLbution through iLndependent effort; 

(2) reconciLld:ng the dualities that force her d.nto repre

ssiLon and iisolatd:on for : 
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d.£ thou canst not apprehend the thd.ngs 

wiithd.n thee, thou canst not comprehend 

the thd.ngs above thee: the best lookd:ng 

glass whered.n to see thy God, d.s perfe~tly 

to see thyself• 10 

Paul pushes Lucy d.mmedd.ately d.nto employment and human 

community at the Pensionnat. The vd.ctord.ans beld.eved 

that the path to God was through the ethilc of work. 

carlyJe expressed this and Bronte underld.nes his emphasd.s 

assert ihng that "woman has a Bildung of her own• and 

explores the "spiiriitual, self-defd.ning, nature of work 

when that work does not mean the same thing for women 

as d.t does for men. 11
n viillete redefiines the womarls 

' work completely. Whille Shirley portrays how wornsn 

fulfil others through theii.r work, remad.niing thwarted 

and unfulfilled themselves,. vilillette portrays an a!-

ternative self-satiisfyd.ng, spird.tua!Li:siing work for 

the women. 

The Romantiics ·found God through Nature, some

thing the victorians were unable to do. ~yell, Darwin 

and lndustrialisatd.on had succeeded d.n alienating 

Nature. Jane is threatened equally by exposure to 

nature as by confinement. In Villette, the key image 

used to protray the advent of death d.s the wind. Lucy 
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hears the Banshee shriek when 
I 

Pauls shii.p founders: 

"Peace, peace, Banshee - 'keen~ng' at every window"[p.SOSJ 

when Marchmont dilies : "0, hush! hush! I said ••• makiling 

a vain effort to stop my ears aga&i.:nst that subtle and 

searchrung cry"[P.36] ;and prior to every tragedy: 

I had heard that very voice ere this, and 

compulsory observat~on had forced on me 

a theory as to what d:t boded. Three tii.mes 

iin the course of my lafe, events had taught 

.. me that these accen t,s, in the stonn - this restless, 

hopeless cry ~ .denote a coming state of the atmosphere 

unprGlpiti,ous to life. [p.3·6] 

Liife ii.s a tossed ship on "stormy seas", the seas that 

finally~ consume paul. There its no longer the iLmage 

of the wordsworthian child iin close communii.on wiLth 

nature. Romantics saw the child iLn d:ts harmony wiLth 

nature and absence of self-consciousness, as be~ng 

closest to God. The adult could break out of the priLson 

of self-consciousness and .return to God through nature. 

The alienatiton from nature fiilled the viictorians with 

the consciLousness of having lost the freedom of movement 

in the open cosmos • They were the iLnheriitors 

of the pre car ii.ous arnal gam of the Puritan hostiiliLty 

towards nature and the RomantiLc's adulat~on of it. 

Thd.s ambivalence, and the rejectiLon of the solipsism of 
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the Romantii.c quest eventually resulted ii.n the ethiLc 

of salvatii.on through work. 

But work alone cannot brdmg Lucy close to God. 

She must "apprehend the thii.ngs wiithlin" to "comprehend 

the thd!ngs above". And so Lucy's iLnward journey which 

i.s provoked by an ii.solatii.on full of sufferii.ng. Lucy~ 

growth involves understandii.ng thiLs necessary paan. 

The spd:rd.tual and psychic Bd.!dung of the novel occurs 

through the resolutii.on of the hiidden dualiitiLes of Lucy's 

personaliLty. Lucy appears anii.t~ally to be authoritatiive 

about herself. She iLnforms the reader about herself 

and of how --~_!l~--~-$. __ perceiLved 
~. 

nar rat n:ve vo n:ce comments on 

by others. No omnliscd.ent 

Lucy's personaliity. Jane 
~ 

Eyre doesn ... -t--h-av-e an omnlis-cil--ent narrator eii~J,It 

. . . . and . 
W'triiri--et-Jane its author itt at itve /.. rel n:able, open and truth-

f'tr-i,---b-u c y ills decept d.ve, retd:cent, and miistrustful. 
--------~ 

It its largely due to Lucy's character that the narratii.ve 

plan of viLllette d.s only superfiLcii.ally siimd.lar to that 

of Jane Eyre. In both the novels, the central controlliing 

~~ousness d.s that of the female narrator protagonist. 

But whii.le Jane ii.nv.ites the reader to share her percep 

td.ons , Lucy does not want and does not ga~n the readers 

confd.dence td.ll the end. She has 1 d.t tle fad.th ii..n 

the readers enthusiasm for reality and hard truths. 
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Frequently, Romant~c ldylls are constructed only to 

be demold.sh~d suddenly wd:th a sd.ngle terse statement: 

"cancel the whole of that d.f you please, reader"[p.48]. 

In Angr'a dd:sasters are constantly undone, makd:ng real,ty 

tractable; but d.n Ville.t te, romance and the rom ant d.c 

reader are constantly checked underld:nd.ng the d.nescapable 

~-s of realiity. The obliigd.ng geniiii. of Angrila 

~who hastd.ly substitute distasteful realiity wd:th romance 

are exchanged for a stern inner voiice and the iLnflexd.-

ble, moral code of God. However unjust the order of 

things may seem, the realii..ty of iit must be faced, and 

the romantic reader who is giiven a palatable alternatd.ve 

ending, d.s warned: "Day dreams are the delusions of 

the demon". [p.49]. 

___ _______:sr;ucy' s dd:strust alerts the reader to possible 

deceptiion and non-diisclosure. Even her definitiive 

statements about herself '• '1 I, Lucy snowe was calm" [ ]f.l6], 

"I know not that, I was of a self-relri..ant or active 

nature"[f:29] ~re reced:ved with hesd:tatiion. It soon 

becomes apparent that to know Lucy snowe iit is nece-

ssary to catch her off guard. Towards the end of the 

nov~l, Luc·y gradually speaks with more candour and 

thd.s iis an indiication of her maturity. As long as 

Lucy d:s spiird.tually and psychd.cally &immature she >Ls 

evasii.ve and unrelilable. characters d:n the noVel are 

equally dece~Ved. Lucy lnforms us of this wiith glee: 



"What c~ntradictory attrd:butes of character 

we somet~mes find ascr~bed to us, accord~ng 

to the eye w~th which we are v~ewed. 

Madame Beck esteemed me learned and blue; 

M~ss Fanshawe caust~c, ~ron~c and cyn~~al; 

Mr. Home, a model teacher , the essence 

of the sedate and 

convent~onal perhaps 

and scrupulous, but 

pattern of governess 

d~screet; somewhat 

too strci.!ct, liim~ted 

stihll the pd.nk and 

correctness; whd.ls t 

another person paul Emmanuel to wiLt, 

never lost an apport un ri.ty of ri.nt iLmat iLng 

d:n op~n ~on that md.ne was a rather f ~ery 

rash nature 

and· audac~ous. 

adventurous , ~ndociitle 

I smiled at them all. 

If anyone knew me iLt was little pauld.na 

Mary [ff.274-275] • 

We cannot share Lucy's laughter for alongwiLth Ginevra, 

we pose a question which ~s a statement of theme: "who 

·are you Lucy Snowe?" [p.280]. The symboliism, structure 

and narrative mode of ··the novel are governed by thd.s 

theme. 

vd.llet te shares the super f iicd.al structure of the 

other novels wh~ch have clearly fixed symbols as iindiL-
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caters of progress or at least stages of development: 
-

all Bront~'s heroines ~egan at the depths tif depr~vation. 

Orphaned and deeply ravaged ~n chiildhood, they impeL 

themselves or are pushed d.nto redemptiive act d.on. The 

early absence of affection is- compensated by a surro-
' 

gate mother w~o d.nculcates moral~ty and brings a degree 

of emotiional · stabri.l~ty. Her loss engenders further 

mobiild.ty and progress whri.ch inevitably d.nvolves a sexual 

, -encounter· at the resolution of whihc.h the protagonists 

development ii..s complete., The structure of both ·Jane 

Eyre .and Sh~rley poses no serious problem. But Villette -
~s been accused of lacking ~ , structural unity as 

the focus of the novel shii..fts abruptly and with no 

,....ap.parent reason to Lucy from Polly. Further, there 

are serd!ous tonal diistortd:ons caused by Lucy's dd.spa-

ssiLonate account of a loviLng, warm household. These 

apparent serd.ous aesthetic flaws are lin fact, brilliant 

devices to explore character through narrative . mode 
1"3 

and structure. They answer the thematic questd:on 

"who are you Lucy snowe?" 

Lucy is a fiLercely private, deliberately inacces-

siLble person. The problem for both Bronte and Lucy 

is to convey thiis ret licence and yet te il her story. 

This paradox iLs. resolved by direct ling the nar rat ii.ve 
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away from Lucy towards paulina, who ~t wllill be discovered 

resembles Lucy minutely. Lucy s d.gn if iicantly d..nforms· 

us "If anyone knew me, iit was liLttle Pauld..ne Mery" 

Through thd!s very avoiidance of d:bsclosure and the re-

diirectiing of the narrative, Lucy reveals herself. 

Her coldness towards the spontaneous warmth she witness-

es iin the Breton. household is because she has experienced 

the dangers of emotional dependence. Hence, she never 

attempts to direct affect ion towards herself, and iLs 
. 1 

alarmed at Pollys unconcealed monomc1nii.a for affectiLon. 

The spontaneous iidentificat.i.onvwith:a·r:id .understanding of 

·Polly tell the story of Lucy's past wh.ii.ch she keeps 

permanently closed to the reader. Bronte subtly but 

expliciiltly iLndibcates how deeply Lucy identifies wd..th 
I 

POlly. Lucy U.s not calm when Polly leaves herself vulnerable 

to Graham: 

[Polly] ran the risk of incurring 

such a careless d.mpatiLent repulse 

as wo~ld be worse . . . than a blow[f· 1.3 

Her perceptiion d.s accurate. When repelled by Graham, 

Polly "grew ld..ke a bit of marble ••• never after this 

rebuff did she •.• in any way solicit hiLs attention". 

[pp 20-21]. Polly responds to pad.n as Lucy does- with 

withdrawal. Lucy considers" these struggles with the 

natural character. [that] •.. rriay seem futiLle and fruit-
,, 

less, wd.se. But thiis stiflilng 'trance'-like exii.stence 
; 

(pi'B) 
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causes a pa~n Lucy likens to "catalepsy"[p~96]. Pas•'

v iLty and repress iion instead of br iLngiimg peace and ful-

fiLlment briling the reverse. Only the spiir ii.t ual growth 

that ~ames w~th honest, consiLstant, self-exploration 

can free Lucy from the bondage of her 'demon' self. 

Thiis ·growth begiins ii.n Viillette under M. paul and may 

be estimable ·by the way Lucy -tackles the appar iit iion 

Of the 1 nUn I • 

The 'nun' haunts Lucy till two chapters before 

the end of the novel and iis a parody of all that Lucy 

iis. count de Hamal cruelly observes that Lucy iis 'as 

sour as a nun" and Lucy herself ruefully acknowledges 

her resemblance to "some ghost". The 'nun' symboliises 

Lucy's repressed sexualiity, her siilence, her metaphoriic 

confiinement and the sociial ostraciizatiion she forces 

on herself. The 'nun' appears four tiLmes to Lucy and 

each of the viisiitatiion$ iis strategiic and extracts a 

SI=e c iial response from Lucy. The fiirst td.me the nun 

appears iLs when Lucy closets herself ;Ln the attii.c to 

read Graham's letter. Her retd.rement into enClosure Is 

prophetic of .Lucy's val untary extle in the event, of 'an entang-= 

lement wiith Graham, and the threat this consequent 

confinement and solitude poses to her relat .. Lor:ship with 

God. Lucy, like the legendary 'nun' 'i'Jho appears to 
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her w~ll lose s~ght of God ~n her adulataon of a human, 

and wihll be metaphorically burri.ed. When these threats 

congeal iinto the aspect of the nun and appear before 

Lucy, she rushes from the attic ~n horror. The second 
' I 

t~me Lucy sees the 'nun' ~s while bury~ng Grahams letters 

'and her hope of emotional fulfillment with them. This 

td.me the 'nun' represents the chiill of Lucy's enforced 

steriility and hints at the ii.solated ster~le self of 

the future. Lucy describes the meet~ng: 

I stood about three yards from a 

tall, sable -rohed, snowy veiled. 

woman. Five minutes passed, I 

neither fled nor shrieked, she 

was there still. I spoke: "who 

are you? and why do you come to 

me?" 

She stood mute. She had no face 

- no features ••• but she had eyes, 

and they viewed me. 

I felt if not brave, yet a lihttle 

desperate .•• I advanced one step. 

I stretched out my hand, for I 

meant to touch her.. She seemed 

to recede. [ fP· l?0-71] 

It is siign.ifii.cant that Lucy does not run away thiis 

tci.me. She ihs prepared to challenge the spectre of 
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her repress~on. The moment she decri:des to confront 

and 'handle' the vri:sd.on, iLt recedes. Lucy's conquest 

over her repression has begun her development from 

a passive, fearful observer to an active agent suggests. 

The third tii:me Lucy sees it she iis wiith M.Paul who 

shares her enforced chastity. The 'nud appears immediLa-

tely after M. paul has stated hiLs affect ilon for Lucy 

an unequiLvocal language. ThiLs tii.me Lucy does not speak; 

she gazes closely at the nun and later says: "I never 

had seen her so clearly" • In thri:s encounter the nun 

. ri.s symbol iLeal of Lucy's ilnhii.bii.t ion and the ri.mpediimen ts 

to . the friiendshri:p with paul. These impedii.ments that 

are hri:nted at are Madame Beck (whom Lucy once mistakes 

for the 'nun') their religious differences and Justii.ne '. 
Marie, paul~ old love • Lucy, comprehending the nature 

and curse of Paul~ "morbii.d fancies" (he too has viLsita-

t iLons) says: 

was I then to be fr iightened by Justine 

Marie? was the pii.cture ·of a pale dead 

nun to rise, ~n eternal barrii.er? And 

what of the charii.td.es whiich absorbed 

his worldly good? What of his heart 

sworn to vii.rgii.nity? [ r,;·]>{>l] .·., :~.i 

Lucy now clearly understands the obstacles to therl.r 

friendship that come from her and from others. TheZie 



are destroyed before she has her flinal vd.siLon of the 

'nun'. S~gn~f~cantly, the last tllme Lucy sees the 

'nun', ~t iLs ~nsubstantllal 1 mere robes on her bed. 

Never before has the threat of losii.ng paul Emmanuel 

appeared so real and so dreadful and so the nun iinvades 

her most pr~vate space- her bed. However, the obstacles 

have already · been destroyed although Lucy does not 

know iLt I and all that is left of the 
. .:'\ 
")'nun' are her 

clothes which Lucy riLtualistically destroys. On entering 

the dormii.tory, she finds the nun: 

My head reeled; . . . Be the spectacle 

what it miLght 1 I could afford neither 

consternatllon, scream nor swoon. BesiLdes 

I was not overcome •••• I defiLed spectra. 

In a moment I had rushed on the haunted 

couch: nothllng leaped out all the 

movement was mii..ne, so was all the lrl.fe, 

the reality, the substance the force •••• 

I tore her up - the ciJl cubus 1 I held 

her on hiigh ·- the gobl iln! I shook her 

loose- the mystery! And down she fell ••• 

down in shreds and .fragments and I 

trod upon her. [ f.Lj2.0-2.'1] 

Lucy has fiinally overcome her spectral oppressive self, 

she has resolved the dualitci.es, she ~s free. And this 

liberation has come through M.Paul who constantly .prbvokes 
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her to self discovery. The irony of the · reality and 

the duality of the nun, is brilliant. The 'nun' is 

actually Count de Hamal, a dandy and a marauder who 

masquerades as a nun to keep his sexual liasons secret. 

The 'nun' symbol exemplifies Bronte's mastery over 

the narrative technique - there are no inconsistencies 

or irrelevancies in the symbol used, both in its lite-

ral and metaphoric sense. 

M. Paul forces the confrontation with the 'nun' 

and all 'she' symbolises. Early in the novel, Lucy 

is shut up in the attic by him. The literal purpose 

of her imprisonment is to ensure that she learns her 

part in a play he is directing. Lucy reluctantly com-

plies and prepares in solitude for this representative 

participation in life. In Nine tenth century women's 

fie tion, the room has complex connotations. It can 

symbolises (l) an oppressive cloister, (2) a pause 

in the narrative when the characters may observe and 

reflect on themselves or on others from a vantage 

point, l4 [3] a womb from which the character· emerges 

to experience a rebirth of personality. Lucy's con-

finement constitutes both a pause for analysis and 

consoldia tion, and a womb from which Lucy emerges to 

face the ordeal of confronting herself and the world. 

The process of self discovery begins at once 
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wath Lucy's startled discovery of her fondness and 

talent for actii:ng. But both acting and the subject 

of the play reflect a ~part ri:cular kind of socri:ety that 

Lucy finds truresome, fravolous and ~nappropriate for 

herself. She declares her des Dire to "act to please 

[her] self" and emphasiises thiLs withdrawal by refusiing 

to partri:ciipate' iiln the festivities that follow • 

Lucy decides what she wants to be ,very carefully 

and consciously. Before the play desp~te seyere 

pressure, she refuses to dress up as a man. Her fihnal 

costume iis androgynous and constitutes the first overt 

statement on Lucy's personaliity. She insiists on dressiing 

herself: 

I don't object to some of them, but 

I wont have ••• all ••• Nobody must 

meddle: the thiings must not be forced 

on me • Just let me dress myself."[p.l24] 

All along, M. paul who provokes thiLs delri:neatri:on, stands 

by "lri:stenilng, watchiing and prompting iin the siide screens" 

[p.l25], but never leadilng. In M. paul, Bronte has 

come a long way from Rochester and Robert Moore. 

soon after the play the school closes for the vacatiions 

and Lucy rus depr iived of the prop of work that kept 

her gori.ng. The siituatilon makes her realii.se both the 
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dangers and the ~mportance of work. useful work ~s 

that whiich benefits socd.ety and assrl.sts self-discovery. 

Wh~n D.t d.s used as a means of avod.d~ng self-defii.nd.td.on, 

~t becomes a hazard. For the f~rst trl.me Lucy reald.ses 

that solitude rus a pund.shment, for solrutude d.s synomymous 

· wd.th stas ii.s. 

Growth requ~res a susceptd.brl.ld.ty to d.nfluences 

that come only through human associlatrl.on. When 

Lucy laments agad.nst the God who broke her stasd.s, 

Paul answers her as Elil'hu and God answer Job • Elii'hu 

adviises Job to consider the power of the Almri.ghty 

iin hum~ld.ty, and then: 

Paul's lyriical 

God answered Job out of the whd.rl-

wand: Who d.s th~s that .darkens 

counsel by words wd.thout knowledge? 

Where were you when I laiid 

the foundation of the earth? 

When I made clouds d.ts band •••• 

shall a fault-filnder contend wd.th 

the almiighty? wd.ll you .condemn 

me that you may be just~fiied? 
[ ~ 3q, I ',II; L.f 0, i_: q ] 

reply ii.s strii.kd.ngly siLmri.lar d.n tone: 

How seem dm the eyes of God who 

made all f~rmaments, from whose 

nostrils issued whatever 1 iife 
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yonder how seem the d~ffrences 

of man? But as t~me ~s not for God, 

nor space, so ne~ther ~s measure 

nor compar~son. we abase ourselves 

~n our liittleness and .we do r~ght.rp.385] 
I 

Paul affilirms Gods plan for all ~n humiilllty and perfect 

fari.th and this lhs what Lucy must learn, for lhn ii.t 1 ri.es 

the hope of her fulfiil, .rnent. And Lucy does learn to 

accept God's plan and becomes an act itve agel}t iin self 

determri.natri.on. In vashtii, she recognlhses her pass~onate, 

undlhscii.pliined self "that beri.ng that I was always lullri.ng." 

[p.90]. But Vashti also makes her realri.se that amaga-

ned realiity can be made real. wri.thout undue self expo-

sure· or haste Lucy examines· varii.ous possiible images 

of femri.n iin ri.ty, whri.ch she rejects or aff ii!rms. At the 

museum, Lucy iis equally contemptuous of the voluptuous 

Cleopatra and the ~S.e :Kual "j eunes fiilles". Later she 

brusquely turns down the vicar ri.ous, self sacr d.frl.ctLn g 

life that paulii.na patronasii.ngly offers her. Lucy wri.ll 

no longer assume a. role and gradually becomes herself. 

Yet whrl.le she begins to understand herself better, 

the barraers between her and Paul.·· . ·~ 
grow hiigher till the 

picture a.f a pale dead nun" rises and seems 11 an eternal barrier' 

Lucy ri.s thus gradually propelled toward an 
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emot rl:onal and sprhr ~t ual cr ri.s iis : she now acknowledges 

her love for paul and the possihbiiil!Lty of hiLs havamg 

more biindiing loyal t lies. She !hs placed on a "rack of 

0 " almost to the br a.nk of frenzy. 
c p 4 ?l~] 

pari.n... driLven 

In li.t !Lally helpless and passive, she walits .hopiLng her 

'Greatheart', her 'guiLde' would come. But Lucy lis 

not dest iined for any more ass iLstance. She must act. 

She rouses herself from her 'dungeon' and wanders 

ilinto the cli.ty drugged and sli.ck to seek Paul. · When 

she fiinds hiLm with another woman, Lucy for the fiLrst 

t rl.me speaks to the reader wri.th absolute can dour and 

dri.rectness .about her feel iin gs • But that iis not asuff li.-

ciLent sli.gn of her growth, she mus.t now reveal her 

feeling to paul and she does so spontaneously. However, 

there iils no succeeding period of happrimess for Lu·cy 

as paul leaves almost iimmediLately on a,, inission. 

The depths of Bronte's art and rhntelliigence force 

the seperat ri.on between paul and Lucy and f Llnally hiLs 

death at sea whri.le returning to marry her. To understand 

why the novel concludes in thliJs way, iit ri.s essent iial 

to vriJew ri.t wri.thri.n ri.tsO thematrhc context. Jane Eyre 

and ShiLr ley are pr ri.mar iLly concerned wii.t h the problem 

of female autonomy and freedom withilin a necessary emo-

-· 
tri.onal relatri.onshrup. In Vri:llet te , sprl.r iLt ual and psy-

cologiical freedom and maturri.ty assume prilimacy over 
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emotri.onal fulfiLllment through marriLage. paul's depar-

ture and subsequent death became central to the comple-

t .ton of the therrie. · When paul says "Lucy must learn 

to trust God and herself," he dmadvertantly prophiLsiLes 

hii.s death. · Once hiLs miLssiLon to provoke and assiLst 

Lucy ri.nto spiirri.tual and psychologrucal maturri.ty ri.s com-

plete paul becomes superfluous ri.n the novel. ThiLs 

iLs ri.nevri.table ri.n a novel where emotri.onal fulfri.l~ent is 

an ancri.lliary .issue necessary only for cornplet.ing the 

protagonrust's development. 

When paul leaves Lucy, she has a moderate, though 

ii.nsuffri.cri.ent degree of autonomy. He ri.s her "great 

he.art" 1 her "kiiJng" . and She hfs "steward" Dui: d.n g 

Paul's long abs .ence , Lucy acquihres a certari.n degree 

of .emotri.onal independence whri.ch permri.ts her to test 

her strength, the authentri.cri.ty of her newly..-ac:quired 

autonomy, and explore the possri.bilii.tri.es of her develop

ing personal iLty ii.n the pr ri.vary of her sol iLt ude • No 

longer wri.thdrawn from human assocri.atri.on Lucy's solitude 

ri.s not a threat to her development but provii.des an 

essentiLal prri.vacy for it. Paul's return wouldsuscita~ 

a paradox of ri.rremedii.able tensiion. To claii.m total 

ii.ndependence from him would be to break the romant d.c 

bond entiilrely rri.skiLng a regressd.on and wri.thdrawal. 



To acknowledge love ilis to rii.sk the dii.sd.ntegratilon of 

the self through the dependence an emotional relation-

shiip engenders. The three happii.est years of Lucy's 

1 iife d.s when paul ii.s away: when she ihs cher d.shed yet 

dii.stant, lovrl.ng and beilng loved/and yet deeply commd.t

ted to socd.ety and the sense of her own rl.dent>i.ty that 

comes through useful employment. The experii.ment of 

Frances Henri's schilzophernic lrl.fe, 
) . 

Janes self ~mposed 

ostracism, Shirley's rapiidly diimin~shing self confiidence 

freedom and autonomy and Lucy's adulatd.on of paul leave 

Bronte with no alternative, but to seperate them. Howe\"er 

iit rus not a harsh breaking one, that mii.ght defeat ii.ts: 

purposes, but one that reso1Ve5 paradoxes efficiently. 

Lucy rl.s left an affd.anced bride and a sii.ngle woman 

at once. 

Happiness is not an axrl.omatrl.c concommittant of 

fortitude and faiLth; and rl.t d.s Lucy's spiritual maturrl.ty 

that rl.s of priimary importance lim the scheme of the 

novel. Lucy stiill has to learn that her filnal alleg-

d.ance rl.s to God and not to paul; that she is God's 

steward. Paul's death ii.s the fiilnal test of the depth 

of Lucy's farl.th and commitment. How she responds to 

the death rl.ndrl.cates the extent of her sp>i.rrl.tual maturd.ty. 

Early in the novel when deprived of her "dearly loved" 
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Lucy echos the lament of Psalm 88, wh~ch contaiims 

the l~nes "thou dost overwhelm me wri.th thy waves, 11 

and concludes wiith the words : "Thy dread assaul~ des

troy me, they surround me lri.ke a flood all day,long •••• 

thou has caused lover and fr ii.end to shun me." When 

the fiitnal storm threatens, Lucy wath strength and fari.th 

speaks the words of the son of God; not to the seas, 

but to herself: 11 Peace , be st tid!". From resentful 

res!Lgnat~on Lucy learns total acceptance of the ways 

of God. She liLves by accepting the extremii.ty of cease

less panm , remaii.niing all the whiitle unshaken ii.n the 

belii:ef that 

amiitdst H d.s boundless works, ri.s somewhere 

stored the secret of th~s last faii.ths' 

justii.ce. 'I know that H~s treasures contaii.n 

the . proof as the promiitse of iitts mercy • 

. lp~2q] 
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